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... sophistry NOT at its best!

-------------------------He's neither a scholar nor an expert in the field in any terms!
– a notable REVISIONIST HISTORIAN on David Cole

__________________________________
THE DAVID COLE SAGA CONTINUES
FROM THE PUBLISHER OF DAVID COLE'S BOOK:
Adam Parfrey, JULY 24, 2014
Republican Party Animal author David Cole on the controversy in his book regarding Treblinka. Cole
holds that evidence shows that Jews were killed in Treblinka, and a few Holocaust Revisionists
(certainly not most of them) say that Treblinka was merely a transit camp. Here's David's 2650 word
rebuttal:

David Cole on Treblinka

Since the release of my book, Republican Party Animal,
I have received many emails from revisionists
regarding my position, laid out in some detail in the
book’s appendix, that Treblinka and the other so-called
“Reinhardt” camps were places that functioned
primarily, if not solely, as killing centers. To the credit
of the revisionist community, most of these emails have
been intelligent and supportive. But recently, Fred
Leuchter and Robert Faurisson launched a campaign of
name-calling against me, with Fred going so far as to
declare that I am “not a revisionist.” [Cole began the
name-calling – ed. AI.]
Here’s my response.
Regarding Auschwitz, Majdanek, and the other camps
that still exist in physical form (and with blueprints,
work orders, etc.), revisionists have won. The
revisionists of the ‘80s and ‘90s (myself humbly
included) won that debate. The public may not know it
yet, but we know. We won it fairly, using facts and
logic. And much of the credit is due to the efforts of the
Institute for Historical Review, which published the
work of people like me and Faurisson in the ‘80s and
‘90s.
But that wasn’t enough of a “victory” for some. I have
seen abysmal things written about David Irving and
Mark Weber, due to what is perceived to be their
“weakness,” their “lack of commitment to the cause,”
because they accept that many Jews were killed at the
“Reinhardt” camps in Poland in 1942 and 1943, and
that many were also killed in mass shootings, especially
in the occupied Soviet territories in 1941.
Keep in mind, to the Holocaust lobby, the mainstream
media, and the academic world, none of this bickering
means anything. To them, dismissing the fiction that
Auschwitz was an extermination camp with gas
chambers makes you a denier. Period. You think what I
wrote about Treblinka has in any was lessened the
“blackout” against my book? Of course not, and I knew

it wouldn’t. Auschwitz has become a matter of faith, a
secular religion, and “whoever denies Auschwitz denies
the Holocaust entire.”
“Hardcore” revisionist researchers like Carlo Mattogno
and Jűrgen Graf have pushed the notion that Treblinka
and the “Reinhardt” camps were merely transit camps.
Jews were sent there, only to be divided up and sent to
other camps. Simple transit camps. This explains the
camps’ small size versus the numbers sent there.
I can kill that argument with one sentence.
In their book Treblinka: Extermination Camp or
Transit Camp, Mattogno and Graf acknowledge the
authenticity of the Korherr Report, which they correctly
describe as “made by the statistician Richard Korherr at
the beginning of 1943 at the instruction of Heinrich
Himmler.” The report, they accept, contains “very
accurate numbers of the Jews deported to the supposed
extermination camps” (both quotes are from page 106
of the English-language version of the book).
Among these “very accurate numbers:”
Transportation of Jews from the Eastern provinces to
the Russian east: 1,449,692
Processed through the camps in the General
Government area: 1,274,166
Through the camps in the Warthegau: 145,302
Mattogno and Graf hold that these numbers indicate
Jews sent through “transit camps,” on their way to
other camps.
But what these two gentlemen fail to mention is the
sentence in the Korherr Report that follows those
numbers (numbers they admit are accurate, in a report
they admit is authentic):
“The above numbers do not include the inmates of
ghettos and concentration camps” (in the original
German: “In den obigen Zahlen sind nicht enthalten die
Insassen der Ghettos und der Konzentrationslager”).
And right there, the “Reinhardt camps as transit
camps” theory is dead. Killed. Finished off. Irreparably.
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My work is done. I’m off to Moe’s to have a drink.
Anyone care to join me?
Korherr makes it clear that the Jews “processed
through the camps in the General Government” were
NOT, following the processing, “inmates of ghettos and
concentration camps.” Transit camp theory, RIP.
Mattogno and Graf devote not one word to that
sentence. Not one word is devoted to “The above
numbers do not include the inmates of ghettos and
concentration camps.” Odd, as that seems to be a
rather key sentence.
I could stop here. But I won’t. Because maybe you’re
thinking, “okay, okay, they weren’t transited through
Treblinka, Sobibor, and Belzec to other camps or
ghettoes...maybe they were just set free! You know, to
roam about in Ukraine or near the front.” Putting aside
the patently ridiculous notion that the Nazis would take
over a million Jews (people they considered sworn
enemies and communist partisans) out of Polish
ghettos, transport them closer to the front, and let
them roam free, the Korherr Report still kills that
theory, as Korherr enumerates the only remaining
countries under Nazi control that still had, by early
1943, sizeable Jewish populations: Romania, Hungary,
and France.
He says nothing about a million Polish Jews milling
about freely in Ukraine or at the front.
The Jews “processed through the camps in the General
Gouvernement” were not thereafter “processed” into
other camps or ghettos. They “disappeared.”
Need more proof? Here’s the most important part. In
Korherr’s conclusion, here’s what he writes (I’ve kept
one sentence in the original German): “From 1937 to
the beginning of 1943, the number of Jews in Europe
has diminished by an estimated 4 million, partially due
to emigration, partially due to the excess mortality of
the Jews in Central and Western Europe, partially due
to the evacuations especially in the more strongly
populated Eastern Territories, die hier als Abgang
gerechnet werden which (“which are here counted as
departed”).
These Jews are departed. “Evacuations,” along with
excess mortality and pre-1941 emigration, constituted
a population reduction in West, Central, and Eastern
Europe of an estimated 4 million Jews. If the evacuated
Jews were merely transferred from Poland to Ukraine,
or from Poland to the occupied East, why would these
Jews be counted as among those who are no longer in
West, Central, or Eastern Europe? Why would their
status be equal to those who have died from natural
causes and suicide? Use your damn common sense
here. It’s as clear as day.
The evacuees were not, by early 1943, in camps or
ghettos. They were “counted as departed.” Not
departed from the Reich proper, but departed from all
of West, Central, and Eastern Europe. Departed. Gone.
Not in Ukraine. Not at the front. Gone.
The “Höfle message” confirms the Korherr Report
numbers. Mattogno, in his latest book Inside the Gas
Chambers, mentions Höfle seven times in the book’s
main body (Korherr gets two footnote mentions). Why?
Because the Höfle document is merely numbers, with
no pesky mentions of “diminished/reduced population,”
and no argument-killing sentences about how “the
numbers do not include the inmates of ghettos and
concentration camps.”

Mattogno can use Höfle and his transit camp theory is
not jeopardized. But he has no answer to Korherr.
Some revisionists will reflexively ask, “but where’s the
physical evidence for the ‘Reinhardt’ camps? Where are
the ‘gas chambers?’” I feel partly responsible for the
fetish among revisionists regarding physical evidence.
Yes, physical evidence is vital to study, when it exists.
But if it doesn’t, it’s completely acceptable to build a
case through contemporaneous documents. That’s not
a “cop out.”
Did the inmates at Treblinka eat? For a year-and-a-half,
did they ever ingest food? Did the commandant ever
eat? Well, show me the Treblinka stove. Did the
inmates ever go to the bathroom? Did the
commandant? Well, show me a Treblinka toilet. Show
me or draw me a Treblinka toilet. You can’t? Then none
existed.
My sarcasm aside, the fact is, we all know that
Treblinka existed. Studying the barren land where
Treblinka once stood isn’t like looking for Noah’s Ark.
We know that what we’re studying did exist. And we
know that the camp was razed. The case for Treblinka
(and Sobibor, etc.) must be made through documents.
This is not abnormal in the field of historical research.
My work in the early ‘90s with physical evidence was
never intended to suggest that only by physical
evidence can a case be made for a gas chamber, for a
camp, for intent, for population changes. I did not
study physical evidence to the exclusion of all other
types of evidence.
If you want to claim that the Colossus of Rhodes never
existed, fine. But your “proof” can’t be “because there’s
no photo of it,” or “because we can’t find any remains.”
Some things did exist in this world, only to be erased
by natural or man-made causes.
The Nazis had over a year to eradicate the traces of
Treblinka. And the Soviets and Poles have done Godknows-what to that area since 1945. So the physical
landscape as it exists now is worthless. And the
survivors testimonies are worthless, too, as they
proved in the ‘80s by either purposely or “by fuzzy
memory” nearly sending a man to his death for being
an “Ivan the Terrible” that he never was (Demjanjuk).
Were the Jews at the Reinhardt camps gassed? Were
the bodies buried and then dug up to be burned, or
burned immediately? We may never be able to say with
100% accuracy. But, we can say that the “transit
camp” theory is bunk. It holds no water. The Korherr
Report kills it. Simultaneously, the Korherr Report,
coupled with the Höfle telegram, coupled with the
March 1942 Goebbels diary entries about liquidating
Polish Jews, coupled with the December 1942 entry
about having to “answer to some things” regarding
what’s happening to Polish Jews “if we do not want to
run the risk of becoming gradually discovered,” coupled
with Himmler’s admission at Sonthofen about
murdering Jewish children and rubbing the Jewish
ghettos in the General Government out of existence,
creates a good case for mass-killing at the Reinhardt
camps.
We don’t have a still-existing Treblinka gas chamber.
What we have is documentary evidence that not only
points to the Reinhardt camps as being terminal stops,
but also voids the “transit camp” theory as a viable
possibility.
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Mark Weber, David Irving, and I, have all separately
come to the conclusion that there is good evidence to
regard the Reinhardt camps as killing centers. If Fred
Leuchter and Robert Faurisson wish to claim that I am
“not a revisionist,” I would humbly suggest that a more
accurate solution would be for them to refer to
themselves as “deniers,” and reserve the term
revisionist for people who follow rather than finesse the
evidence.
Two Postscripts
1) In a piece on Inconvenient History, Jűrgen Graf
attacked David Irving for his belief that mass murders
occurred at the Reinhardt camps. Graf’s position is
100% dependant on the idea that if the Nazis did have
four secret murder camps, the Nazi higher-ups would
have been blabbing about them left-and-right to every
underling and bureaucratic cog.
Graf’s view is that the Nazi leaders had no secrets, and
dispensed no information on a need-to-know basis. If
Fritz Reuter, an employee in the Department of
Population and Welfare in the Office of the Governor
General for the District of Lublin, didn’t know the nature
of Belzec, if he believed it to be a regular camp, well
then, gosh darn it, it was, because the Nazis leaders
never kept anything secret. Himmler? Goebbels? They
were like Wikileaks. Everything out in the open, 24
hours a day.
If you actually buy that, you’ll buy Graf’s attack on
Irving.
When Himmler received the Korherr Report, he insisted
that the term “special treatment of the Jews” be
removed in the section regarding the General
Government evacuees (through Brandt, Korherr was
instructed to use the term “processed through the
camps in the General Government” instead). Himmler
himself told Korherr that the report might be good in
the
future
for
“camouflage
purposes”
(Tarnungszwecken), but that, for now, it would be for
his eyes only.
If Himmler insisted on “camouflage” in a report that
only he was going to see, doesn’t that give some
indication of the level of secrecy surrounding the
“evacuations?” If he was that cautious with a document
not distributed to anyone else, why would he be
expected to scream the truth about the Reinhardt
camps to low-level bureaucrats?
2) Ever since my position on Treblinka became known,
well-meaning revisionists have been pillorying me with
instructions to “watch Eric Hunt’s Treblinka archeology
video. Watch it. Oh, just watch it. You’ll see how wrong
you are.”
I have never met Mr. Hunt, and I have no beef with the
young unsuccessful elevator conversationalist. But I
must confess, there was little of value in Hunt’s
examination of the Smithsonian Channel’s Treblinka
“excavation” show.
To be clear, that Smithsonian program was nutty as a
bowl of pistachios. It was empty, meaningless,
overwrought, and just plain dumb. There was nothing
of value in it. It should rightfully be mocked, and I’m
glad young Mr. Hunt invested an hour-twenty in doing
so.
Hunt devotes a lot of time to the fact that many
survivors – perhaps numbering in the thousands – were
sent through Treblinka to other camps. But this is no
scoop. As I point out in my book, Reitlinger made this

exact point in “The Final Solution” in the 1950s. That
possibly thousands of Jews were chosen for labor and
sent on from Treblinka to other camps doesn’t negate
the horrific figure given by Korherr for the Jews
processed through the General Government camps who
constitute the Jewish “population reduction” in Europe.
Hunt’s takedown of the Smithsonian Channel’s stupidity
is fine enough, but what’s relevant to the discussion
here is what Treblinka actually was. Hunt “addresses”
that around the fifty-three minute mark in his video.
And what he says exposes him as either a liar or a man
with no actual comprehension of what he’s speaking
about.
His quote:
“We’re told the Nazis used ‘transited to the East’ as a
code word to mean ‘gassed at extermination camps.’
Yet there is credible evidence of hundreds of thousands
of Jews being expelled eastwards. For instance, this is a
report from September 1942, of the Joint Distribution
Committee providing medical aid to 600,000 PolishJewish refugees in Asiatic Russia.”
This is pure fraud on Hunt’s part. The “report” in
question (which is actually a fundraising appeal by the
same “Zionist liars” whose “Zionist lies” Hunt
repeatedly cautions us about) refers to Polish Jews who
supposedly fled to the Soviet Union from Poland after
the German invasion in 1939. This “report” with its
600,000 figure refers to Jews who fled long before the
German invasion of Russia.
Walter Sanning uses the Joint Distribution Committee
claim correctly in his early revisionist work, The
Dissolution of Eastern European Jewry. He
accurately states that the 600,000 figure refers to Jews
who either fled from Poland into Russia, or who were
“evacuated” and/or “deported” by Stalin into the
Russian interior in ’39 and ’40 (Dissolution, pages 42
through 44, hardcover edition).
That 600,000 figure is completely, entirely, 100%
unrelated to the Nazis “expelling Jews eastwards” in
1942 and 1943. Does Hunt even know enough about
basic World War Two history to understand the
logistical impossibility of the Nazis expelling Jews to
“Asiatic Russia” in ’42 and ’43? Does he know that it
would have necessitated crossing the front? During the
time of the Battle of Stalingrad? How much World War
Two history does this guy know beyond “gas
chambers?”
Regardless, Hunt either lied about the Joint Distribution
Committee claim, which dealt purely with Jews who
either fled or were “evacuated” by the Soviets in 1939
and 1940, or he is simply too ignorant of basic history
to understand that in 1942 and 1943, trains were not
running from occupied Poland to “Asiatic Russia.”
In any event, his “documentary” adds nothing but
misinformation (intentional or due to ignorance) to the
legitimate study of the nature of Treblinka.
https://www.facebook.com/adam.parfrey/posts/1015
4399731275224

Response:

Adam Parfrey In the '60s to the '80s, mostly, there were
writers who disputed some claims about German crimes
during WWI and WWII. One of the first of these writers was a
guy named Paul Rassinier, a Jew. They called themselves
Revisionists. This was a taboo area, and soon enough a Flat
Earth type insult was invented for them, and they became
"Deniers." Some of these guys were imprisoned for their
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views, and that continues. Some of these revisionists are
really Jew-haters, and more interested in building up the
Third Reich than actual truth. as you see here, revisionists
battle each other, too...

Matt Buehl Adam- in fairness, if Cole's position is correct, it
still leaves bare a monstrous, titanic ocean of /ongoing/ lies
about Germany and the "holocaust" as never-endingly
perpetrated by an academic, entertainment and news media
utterly dominated by Jewish owners, editors, writers, and
content directors in the Western world. It should be
mentioned that it is entirely possible within the context of
what Cole claims and Prof. Faurrisson denies that the Jews
killed after being evacuated eastward were killed by massshootings, something the vast majority of "hard-core"
revisionists NEVER denied (and as would actually make
practical and logistical sense, the "gas chamber" religion
being self-evidently false and derived from prewar
propaganda).
I would like to hear your opinion on his position regarding
this legend, on which the world power distribution still pivots
and hinges, as it renders the ruling tribe of the Western
world and all but the most outrageous actions of its nucleararmed state in the middle east virtually immune from the
criticism of any elected official. The contemporary
sociopolitical implications of David Cole Stein's rectitude if it
is real, stretch into virtually every social issue we debate,
especially several that have been at the forefront of our
attention lately.
A million or so Jews executed by firing squad on the eastern
front, where virtually every Jewish adult was engaged in or
provided support to pro-soviet partisan sabotage, to include
their own execution of christian civilians liberated by the
germans from utterly brutal treatment at the hands of
communists, to include the mutilation of uniformed german
soldiers, all while operating in the shadows and wearing
civilian clothing in violation of the Geneva conventions, all
following two decades of extremely brutal persecution and
outright genocide perpetrated by overwhelmingly jewish
NKVD agents of the Soviet Union, with the enthusiastic
financial and logistical support of the jewish communities of
eastern europe, is something comparable to incinerating the
people of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, it is something
comparable to the million german women and children
burned to death in a /literal/ holocaust by gleeful agents such
as Robert "Rosie" Rosenthal, it is something comparable to
the 15 million Ukrainian Christians murdered by selfdescribed Jewish nationalist Lazar Kaganovich, it is
something comparable to the million German POWs
deliberately starved to death after the war under the
auspices of what is undebatably Jewish rule riding the
coattails of the US Army and instituting its perverse kaufman
plan arguably white up to this day with Haim Saban's
relentless barrage of hate propaganda being projected into
the living rooms of every German family as I type.

Raymond Wiley This is super fascinating, Adam. If you got
any more of this stuff, please do post it. This is way nerdier
than a 911 truther battle.

Raymond Wiley OMG, that guy is an anti-semitic d-bag.
Blocked and reported.

Adam Parfrey Matt, We know the allies did invent
"evidence" with the human lampshade from Buchenwald,
which mysteriously disappeared prior to the Nuremberg
trials. And there was absolutely no forensic technology
capable of even determining that back then. Hell I just
watched a retarded documentary where some guy thought
he found a lampshade after Katrina and even in the 2000s
they couldn't even figure out what it was (cow hide) until the
on in the decade.
In addition to what Party said, regionalism means exactly
what is is. Revising history. Can be anything. The lamp shade
story is commonly cited as a myth by even Yad Vashem,
which is an example that even mainstream holocaust
historians revise the original account. Also, Auschwitzs death
toll has been lowered in the past 30 years too.
There are deniers who are basically neo nazis or muslims,
but the none-ideologically driven like Cole recognize that
there WAS a holocaust, but that facts are incorrect or that
the allies had their own propaganda.
Typed on phone so sorry about any errors.

Adam Parfrey who are you reporting, Raymond?

Korey Kaczynski Adam Bray: We know the allies did invent
"evidence" with the human lampshade from Buchenwald,
which mysteriously disappeared prior to the Nuremberg
trials. And there was absolutely no forensic technology
capable of even determining that back then. Hell...See More

Korey Kaczynski I fucking hate auto correct.

Raymond Wiley Not you Adam. Matt's comment was so
unhinged and his disdain for the Jews so naked that I
couldn't help it. The author who have quoted at length
above, seemed only interested in historical methods, and
perhaps not a racist. Like I said, I am really enjoying your
posts about this topic.

Matt Buehl korey: try dictating with an odd accent into an
iphone while driving via Siri

Raymond Wiley I f****** hate voice to text. As you can
see, its sensors me everytime.

Korey Kaczynski I have a larger vocabulary than my phone,
so it likes changes big words into completely retarded other
words.

Matt Buehl I should clarify that my bet is on the rectitude of
cole, that many of the rest of these guys have exhibited a
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need to have their own adult bullshit radars recalibrated by
instantaneously embracing every idiotic, silly conspiracy
theory they've ever read, without regard to the impossibility
of its implications. it is no coincidence that he is in the
company of the other revisionists I have noticed to be
reliable in their application of critical standards to material
that supports the third reich as they would to material that
supports the establishment line, especially regarding the
most far-fetched conspiracy theory of them all, that the
leadership of the German nation had a massive project of
factory-style murder during the second world war. true
objectivity means accepting facts for their rectitude without
regard to whether they are pleasant and convenient to one's
weltanschauung or not. there is a reason the average
vociferous atheist refuses to apply the same standards of
critique to tibetan buddhism as he does to christianity. It's
called party-line thought, and my observation is that it is as
rampant as it is destructive to every cause whose supporters
practice it

Fabrice Derradji In my mind, Paul Rassinier wasnt jew
(?).He belongs to the French Socialist Party and was a
pacifist (with Marceau Pivert) during the 30s. Exactly, when
he came back from a camp where he was prisoner, he wrote
a book called Le mensonge d'Ulysse (Ulysse's lie) , published
on 1950. It was the first "revisionist" book published. Second
thing, the revisionist word is too a concept of Stalinist
communists to accuse everybody of revisionnism of a doxa,
etc. You could check
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Rassinier (only in fernch). It
s incomplete about the 30s and the relations he had with
Robert Jospin...

Jordan Nihilate Reporting people is silly.
Adam, I'm pretty sure that Rassinier wasn't Jewish. He was a
socialist who fought in the resistance, and was later interned
at, I think Bergen-Belsen and another camp.
John Sack wrote An Eye For An Eye, about the Jewish
revenge camps, an I highly recommend the book.

Jordan Nihilate Rassinier became a revisionist because, at
the time, people were saying that Belsen Was A Gas, which
his experience there contradicted, which led him to believe
that the stories about the other camps were also false.
Faurisson discovered a few important facts about Auschwitz,
but is otherwise feeble as a historian. However, as a literary
critic, he has written a number of books on Rimbaud,
Baudelaire, Lautremont and Céline, and also published a
journal of Céline studies. I really wish those would be
translated.

Matt Buehl can someone explain to me how the "reporting"
works? how do you see it?

Korey Kaczynski Matt the nazis had a huge project jews
and poles and etc to slave labor camps, not a stretch at all
that they had camps for genocide, either.

Fabrice Derradji More complicated. Rassinier -at that time
(1950)- was not a revisionnist. The important fact is he
belongs to the socialist Party with the Marceau Pivert group.
This group is very important during the end of the 30s and
the beginning of Vichy. He was more "Vieille Taupe" than
revisionnist. Dont know Faurisson writes about Céline?

Matt Buehl I'm talking about facebook reporting

Jordan
Nihilate http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.ca/.../quand-celinepeu...

Ace Backwords The thing I've always found fascinating
about the Revisionist debate -- especially the vehement
reaction against it -- is the "reality creation" aspect. The way
people process information (and misinformation) to create
their world views. And how SURE they are of their opinions.
When they often know so little on the subjects.

Jordan
Nihilate http://inconvenienthistory.com/.../num.../paul_rass
inier.php

Jordan Nihilate Buchenwald, not Belsen. Whoops.

Adam Parfrey For decades Rassinier was said to have been
a Jew. But it seems that he was a Socialist leader... Some
people seem to believe that Jew=Socialist.

Fabrice Derradji He wasnt a socialist leader (as you think
leader).. He was an important socialist during the 30s who
belongs to an underestimated part of the socialist party. You
must replace history of French socialism; a large part of
socialists, communists, leftists, militants were anti-jews; for
them, Jews were "capitalism", etc. In France, there is two
parts of socialism, pro-Jews to ultrasionist, and anti-Jews pro
Arabs. PLZ forget Faurisson... The english biography about
Rassinier is incomplete...

Matt Buehl wait, somebody "blocked" and "reported" me?
Are you all able to see something I can't see? How does that
shit work?

Adam Parfrey One guy said here that he's going to block
and report someone on this link. I asked him who he's going
to do that to, and he mentioned your name. If you are
blocked then you are unable to see what he posted and he's
unable to see yours as well. This was, in my opinion, a petty
and unproductive action. Too police state.
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Samantha Chase this orwellian twit "couldn't help" but
report mat to big brother only one post away from
complaining that siri "sensors" him lol

Samantha Chase

affinity for Jews like David Cole, my friend Daniel Ellsberg, by
my affinity for the brilliant creations of Jews I admire like Mel
Brooks, Gene Wilder, Michael Douglas (the guy directed one
flew over the cuckoo's nest), Ben Stiller (he's the brains
behind the cable guy, a freakin masterpiece), not to mention
and endless litany of far less frivolous accomplishments such
as the first fully functional human hand transplant, the
supreme social heroics of Benjamin Freedman, Gilad Aztmon,
etc.?
we don't fault the Chinese people for the fact that its
government executes over 2000x as many people as our
government executes annually to critique the collective
behavior of a nation united as a nation and led by bad people
is not to hate its citizens

Adam Parfrey do we become anti-Semitic if we do not
support the wholesale murder of Gaza citizens?

Matt Buehl best axe raymond adam
Samantha Chase
Matt Buehl BTW: I don't contest Raymond's "unhinged"
allegation; I think it pretty well characterizes my attitude
when I'm hepped up on coffee, barrelin down the freeway
with a bowl of fruity pebbles in one hand and this infernal
contraption in the other

Jordan
Nihilate http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=_BqFkRwdFZ0

Matt Buehl yeah I agree. I was kidding about the fruity
pebbles Jordan

Jordan Nihilate I'm permanently blocked from commenting
on anything like news or artist pages from people reporting
me for disagreeing with them. People should grow up.
Anyway, I'm really glad you published David 's book, Adam. I
had only seen his videos before reading it, and I was very
glad to see that someone who put a lot more effort
investigating these things than me came up with basically
the same conclusions about the holocaust. It made me feel
smart! I'm writing a review/article that focuses on the fact
that a revisionist book is freely available at the biggest chain
of bookstores in Canada, what with our not so free speech
laws, and our rather shameful history with regards to
revisionism.

Jordan Nihilate Getting sensored by Siri sounds oddly
erotic.

Matt Buehl not to tacitly lend credit to the meaningless and
elastic label "anti-Semitic," but if it ever had any valid
meaning, wouldn't it apply to a person who hates all Jews for
being Jews? wouldn't I be exempted from this label by my

Jordan Nihilate Wouldn't Treblinka be a labor/transit camp
AND an extermination camp? Treblinka I had the quarry and
the plundering facilities, Treblinka II the extermination
camp? And since it has situated halfway between the Warsaw
and Bialystok ghettos, it would make sense that the main
camp could be used as a sorting facility.

Matt Buehl One thing I find odd is that the existence of
actual extermination camps would conform to dozens claims
of 6 million Jews exterminated by the Germans published
before Hitler ever assumed power. See Germar Rudolf's The
First Holocaust.
Additionally, while it makes sense that there is no paper trail
for the einsatzgruppen-style shootings on the eastern front
involving a tiny number of sick-minded criminals selected
from prisons for their capacity for cruelty a'la the
Dirlewanger, there isn't a single document as one would
expect to follow from a factory-style murder system. No
plans, orders, nor importantly any letters home to mom or
sweet Anna of the sort that exist elsewhere by the thousands
explaining the horrors of war, some of them guilty, that this
or that individual German witnessed. These were not an
uncivilized, congenitally callous people. On the contrary,
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Germans arguably have a special capacity for compassion
that occupation forces make expedient use of to this day. For
this and a thousand other reasons, it simply wouldn't have
worked.

Jordan Nihilate There is a paper trail of shootings on the
eastern front.
As far as numbers go, my guess is 2.5 million murdered on
the eastern front, executions throughout the camp system,
and Reinhard camps, 1.5 million by what Arno Mayer termed
"Natural Causes" (disease, starvation, etc.)

Matt Buehl I was unclear in my point.
i'm talking a paper trail about factory style murder, ie
GASSINGS in GAS CHAMBERS..
I agree that there would be government paper trail for the
mass shootings of partisans on the Eastern front (and it
should be noted that the Geneva conventions does provide
for the field execution of anybody fighting in civilian uniform,
though intuitively, that can't account for a majority or
possibly even a significant fraction of these shootings)
because they actually happened, but it makes sense that we
don't have tens of thousands of letters home to mom about it
because it involved so few agents, unlike the numbers that
would be required for the factory-style murder "camps"

Harold Arthur McNeill Adam, here is an amusing musing of
your last question...
H. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmCKZYKsiGM

Adam Parfrey Harold, that Jon Stewart clip would have
been better had he not used his staffers to stand in for the
super Zionists.

Austin Cooley I hope reading this and liking some of the
comments don't land me on the no fly list...

Michael Santomauro says: Adam, Paul Rassinier was NOT
Jewish. He was a French Socialist.

Adam Parfrey Michael Santomauro--you might want to
more thoroughly read the posts above.

Jordan Nihilate Hopefully posting on this thread doesn't
land me in jail. Stupid Canada. Really, the picture of the
holocaust I've come to shouldn't be as controversial as it is.
Plenty of other camps were that alleged to be primarily for
extermination have undergone...See More

Jordan Nihilate I wonder when Weber decided that
Treblinka was an extermination camp?
http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v12/v12p133_Allen.html...Se
e More
https://www.facebook.com/adam.parfrey/posts/101
54399731275224

____________________________________________
From: Fred Leuchter - July 25, 2014
David Cole and his Publisher have issued a statement
that Gassing occurred in the destroyed camps that
Revisionists claim to have been Transit Camps. Myself
and Dr Faurisson were called Holocaust Deniers
because we do not believe this. I am a denier of
nothing. I cannot deny something that there is no
evidence for, at all. I am only a reluctant Revisionist
because I was sent to Poland by the Court as an expert
to investigate and found nothing.
Cole and his publisher are Idiots. They are caught up in
the Religion of the Holocaust. As happened in the past,
the search for gas chambers stretched across Europe.
First France, then Germany, then Poland and now
Russia. Every time investigations have proved the Gas
Chambers did not exist they moved to another location.
Now they are in Camps that no longer exist. We can do
no forensic study. So they can further the Religion of
the Holocaust.
The Revisionists have done an excellent job at showing
the camps were not Gassing Centers. But that is
apparently not enough. Incidentally, it is not possible to

prove a negative but only a positive. Cole and his
publisher are engaging in what engineers and scientists
call "Mental Masturbation".
In the final analysis, no one has to prove anything. The
fighting will continue because of those involved - and
not Scientists or Technicians, but Academicians. They
are Peers fighting among Peers (some are not but claim
to be).
I am a Technician of Execution Technology, Certified by
United States Courts, Canadian Courts and German
Courts. I have no Peers, unfortunately for Cole and his
Publisher. We do not have the Technology now, nor did
the NAZI's then, have the technology for Mass
Executions utilizing Hydrogen Cyanide Gas.
The argument is academic. If the technology never
existed, Mass Gassings were impossible. Quod Erat
Demonstrandum! And this is for Publication!
Fred Leuchter
7-25-14
https://www.facebook.com/fred.leuchter/posts/10152
517469138950?fref=nf

___________________________________________
From Robert Faurisson: 26 July 2014

"Show me or draw me the Nazi gas chamber!" in
Treblinka as well as in Auschwitz or anywhere else.
That' all. We are not asking for blabla, speculations,
rhetorical questions and so on.

Now, remember article 21 of the International Military
Tribunal's Charter. According to the first sentence, "The
Tribunal shall not require proof of facts of common
knowledge but shall take judicial notice thereof".
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According to the second sentence, "It shall also take
judicial notice of official governmental documents and
reports of the United Nations, including the acts and
documents of the committees set up in the various
allied countries for the investigations of war crimes, and
of records and findings of military or other Tribunals of
any of the United Nations".

Among such "official governmental documents and
reports", there was for example, document PS [ParisStorey]-3311 according to which in Treblinka Jews were
systematically killed in... "steam chambers" . There was
a well, a boiler, pipes, steam, etc.
Excuse me. I have to immediately stop here because of
the thunder. RF

__________________________________________
Eric Hunt responds to David Cole
David Cole has disparaged me specifically and my documentary
The Treblinka Archaeology Hoax., and here is my response.

A Revisionist sent me a link to David Cole’s written
response defending his alleged belief that 900,000 Jews
were “gassed”, buried, dug back up, cremated, and
reburied and / or scattered at Treblinka 2. I was
mentioned along with my documentary and I’d like to
respond.
I thank him for taking the time and keeping an open
mind while watching the documentary. I wasn’t directly
disparaged too roughly by Cole, so I’d like to keep it
courteous between us, if he will allow it.
To support Cole’s view on Treblinka and “Action
Reinhard Death Camps”, he relies on two general
documents–the Korherr Report and the Höfle Telegram,
two sinister but vague entries in the Goebbels Diary
and statements by Himmler.
However, Cole denies the large amount of physical,
photographic, and now, testimonial evidence which
supports the idea that no mass gassing could have
occurred at Treblinka 2 and it primarily served as a
transit camp where Jewish wealth was seized before
Jews were divided into appropriate groups and sent on
to other locations.
Most of Cole’s argument is based on the alleged lack of
physical evidence at Treblinka.

Actually David, I can show two Treblinka 1
latrines…

“Did the inmates at Treblinka eat? For a year-and-ahalf, did they ever ingest food? Did the commandant
ever eat? Well, show me the Treblinka stove. Did the
inmates ever go to the bathroom? Did the commandant?
Well, show me a Treblinka toilet. Show me or draw me a
Treblinka toilet. You can’t? Then none existed.”
- David Cole
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massive ground disturbances signifying locations where
massive mass graves for 900,000 Jews once existed.

And a kitchen…
Back to the latrines soon – here’s David.
“My sarcasm aside, the fact is, we all know that
Treblinka existed. Studying the barren land where
Treblinka once stood isn’t like looking for Noah’s Ark. We
know that what we’re studying did exist. And we know
that the camp was razed. The case for Treblinka (and
Sobibor, etc.) must be made through documents.”
- David Cole

David thinks the case for Treblinka and Sobibor,
etc., must be made through implying homicidal intent
via documents and “code words.” But he’s wrong, as
similar documents can, have been, and are falsely
interpreted.
Not only that, an incredible, undeniable amount
of physical evidence still exists a few feet below the
current ground level of Treblinka 2. The story is that
the Nazis took sand from the nearby gravel pit and
dumped it all over Treblinka 2. After all, Caroline Sturdy
Colls’s archaeological dig showed that remains of
the alleged “gas chambers” exist below the ground at
Treblinka 2. But of course, many “deniers” claim these
terra-cotta tiled floors inmates entered after getting a
haircut were likely real shower rooms, reinforced to
protect against air raids.
So one can find structural remains similar to those
latrines or the kitchen at Treblinka 1 beneath the
ground at Treblinka 2. So David, one could very well
show you a Treblinka 2 toilet or a Treblinka 2 stove,
just as you sarcastically request. After all, Caroline
Sturdy Colls proved “the Nazis couldn’t destroy all
remains”, right? Colls’ archaeological dig shows that
Treblinka 2 could very well appear quite similar to the
current ruins of Treblinka 1 when approximately 3-4
feet of ground are removed.
So David is repeating an exterminationist meme which
is not true. That is, that Treblinka 2 was entirely razed
and it’s a land barren of evidence.
Of course the exterminationists, like Cole, claim the
alleged “document trails” are the “mountain of
evidence.” However there is an actual little mountain of
evidence currently at Treblinka 2 waiting for proper
forensic investigation.
So David’s analogy is correct, it’s not like looking for
Noah’s Ark.
However, it IS like being told the exact location where
Noah’s Ark is known to be buried under four feet of
ground, yet having the chief rabbi of Poland prevent
anyone from ever digging there.
Contrary to Cole repeating the meme of the Nazis
destroying all evidence, a tremendous amount
of physical evidence still exists at Treblinka 2, below
the current ground level. Or LACK of evidence for

Chief
Rabbi
of
Poland
refuses
archaeological
exhumation of alleged mass graves at Treblinka 2

Cole himself watched as the archaeologist dug up an
alleged gas chamber. Well, there’s one place to start
looking for more physical evidence, David. Here is the

alleged site of "Gas chambers disguised as shower
rooms" covered up by Zionist archaeologist Caroline
Sturdy Colls: Treblinka site of alleged "Gas
Chamber" cover up
One can see from approximately 0:58 – 1:30 the
location of the alleged “gas chambers” Caroline Sturdy
Colls’ team covered up.
Recent likely dig locations close to or where Colls’s
team found nothing but fossilized shark teeth appear to
have been covered with lime.

Of course we are told the Nazis used “quicklime” to
cover up evidence at Treblinka, yet why is the
“truthseeking” archaeological team doing the same
thing?

This is a literal “cover up”! Covering up the location of
“gas chambers” with dirt, and covering it with lime?
Isn’t that something “the Nazis” would do?

So an incredible amount of physical evidence still
exists, yet is covered up by Zionist archaeologists and
an investigation-impeding Jewish Chief Rabbi of Poland.
Why not expose the alleged “gas chamber” site just like
the ruins from Treblinka 1 for all to see?
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What Treblinka Was
What “Treblinka was” can be proven from the physical
evidence the Germans left. Ground level Soviet
photographs taken in August 1944 show the Germans
left buildings, fences, roads, and even the train tracks
running to the Camp. This is confirmed by aerial
photographs taken in September 1944.

Photograph of Treblinka bakery, stables, and fence
taken by Soviets upon discovering Treblinka

The Soviets played a key part in destroying Treblinka 2
evidence. They, not the Germans, destroyed train
tracks, the remains of the bakery, horse stables, and
other structures.
In The Jewish Gas Chamber Hoax documentary we
heard from the Treblinka transitees how they were
reloaded back on trains with hundreds of other Jews
and not only not gassed, but given bread, almost
certainly from this bakery. One can see how the Soviet
Union,
keen
to
hide
evidence
of
life
sustaining structures and frame the Germans would
destroy it.
More importantly, the Germans did leave evidence of
the number of dead at Treblinka Camp; they left
several graves with a few hundred bodies in them and
they left a small number of pits with partially cremated
human remains in them. Although, they left the
remains of less than 5,000 people. They did not leave
any mass graves with tens of thousands of bodies in
them, let alone the approximately one million alleged
today, or the nearly 4 million alleged by Vasily
Grossman.
Treblinka is a place where forensic investigations have
uncovered the remains of less than 5,000 people. That
is the basic fact regarding what “Treblinka was.” The
rest of Treblinka “history” is merely a string of attempts
at obfuscating this basic fact. The Caroline Colls
fraudulent
archaeological
investigation
and
documentaries being prime examples.
“The Nazis had over a year to eradicate the traces of
Treblinka. And the Soviets and Poles have done Godknows-what to that area since 1945. So the physical
landscape as it exists now is worthless.”

- David Cole
Cole not need ask “God” what happened to all the
physical evidence the Germans left…it was destroyed by
the Soviets and Poles. However the Soviet investigation
of 1944 and the Lukaszkiewicz Report from 1945
confirm the mass of physical evidence the Germans
left - garbage pits, various small amounts of documents
and records, and the few actual cremation pits and
graves.
So contrary to what Cole wants to promote, the
Treblinka 2 physical landscape is not only not
worthless, but priceless.

All the evidence in the world to acquit the Germans of
mass gassing claims still lies under a few feet of ground
at Treblinka 2.

Necessary locations for transit camps
Treblinka, Belzec and Sobibor were located near the
former Soviet-German demarcation line. Treblinka and
Sobibor were located on the Western bank of the Bug
River, a natural dividing line.
Treblinka, Belzec and Sobibor were strategically located
not in secret locations, but near or on the locations
where travelers HAD to disembark and get on different
trains due to Russian and Western rail gauges being
different.
One can see Belzec and Malkinia mentioned in the
newspaper article – following

Today at similar locations, machinery picks up entire
train cars and replaces the undercarriages with the
appropriate gauge undercarriage.
These were in fact, necessary locations for transit
camps, not random secret locations in hidden forests.
The fact that thousands upon thousands were transited
through Treblinka after the alleged uprising destroyed
the ability to “gas” Jews helps prove this. Why stop
there at all if its sole purpose was to kill Jews, not
transit them?
Oops
The “best” point Cole thinks he made against The
Treblinka Archaeology Hoaxwas in fact already
corrected almost three months ago by Germar Rudolf,
which resulted in a second, shorter cut released May
13th, less than 2 days following its initial May 11th
release, along with other small corrections.
Cole devotes a whopping 7 out of 12 paragraphs
about me and The Treblinka Archaeology Hoax to
debunking this already corrected mistake! In the
process calling me a liar.
By doing this, solely seizing on an easily debunk-able
mistake,
he ignores
ALL of
the
hard-hitting,
hoaxbusting points in the feature length video.
In the first cut I said “This is a report from September
1942, of the Joint Distribution Committee providing
medical aid to 600,000 Polish-Jewish refugees in Asiatic
Russia.” I also showed a newspaper article. The day of
release, Germar Rudolf corrected this and pointed out
that they were evacuated well before Treblinka was
alleged to have been gassing Jews by the trainload.
It’s obvious these Polish Jews were evacuated by the
Soviet Union. The mistake was a result of putting an
old misidentified placeholder into an early draft, rushing
to get the project out and not running it by other
people. I had already released a video less than 2
months before releasing the Treblinka video, and felt it
was worth it to rush the project out considering that
Caroline Colls was running around bragging about
finding mass graves and gas chambers. The correction
was made and published two days later and was linked
on all of my websites. I kept the older version up
simply because the comment page was more active.
I have now removed the old version considering it is
causing confusion and this small mistake is distracting
from the larger work.
I also mistakenly called the Mathausen swimming pool
the Auschwitz swimming pool. Mistakes happen,
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especially due to my extremely limited time, budget
and crew.
While
that
was
an
honest
mistake,
David
Cole currently promotes the belief that at the same
camp, Natzweiler, which had on display this phony “gas
chamber” below – a mad German doctor was gassing
Jews to collect their skulls!

Mass Graves
Cole spends some time “debunking” an already
corrected mistake in version 1.0 of my video while
ignoring all of the most potent claims.

The most potent point is this If the largest mark in this above LIDAR / Ground
Penetrating Radar scan of Treblinka 2 is the “old gas
chamber” structure…where are all the mass graves for
the alleged 900,000 Jews buried, dug back up, and
reburied?

Samuel Willenberg, claimed “only living survivor” of
Treblinka 2

Surely there should be e n o r m o u s markings in the
Ground penetrating radar to signify the giant mass
graves as alleged in Willenberg’s hearsay based
model below.

Post liberation propaganda artists put a wooden
stretcher inside a steam chamber used to delouse
clothing. Courtesy – Winston Smith Ministry of Truth

And in fact there would by necessity have to be huge
remnants of mass graves at a site claimed to
have murdered 10 times the capacity of the Los Angeles
Colliseum.
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Ground penetrating radar can detect such
enormous ground disturbances as Cole and
Treblinka believers claim must exist, yet
Caroline Sturdy Colls’ GPR / LIDAR radar
shows no such thing.

Caroline Colls’ Ground Penetrating Radar scan actually
proves “deniers” right. In the “extermination camp”
quadrant of the camp (in the lower right below) there
simply are no markings signifying massive mass graves
which could possibly have held 900,000 bodies. Other
than some smaller “pock marks”, in fact the ground
looks remarkably mostly UNdisturbed.
Thishard evidence proves Cole has misinterpreted
documents and his “code words” mean nothing when
we now have undeniable proof that there are no
massive ground disturbances signifying massive mass
graves for the 900,000 alleged gassed, buried, dug
back up, and reburied at Treblinka 2.
To clarify, there are certainly mass graves at Treblinka,
mostly for those who died on the way to Treblinka. But
nowhere near 900,000 could possibly have been buried
in this remarkably mostly undisturbed ground.
While Cole says this physical evidence (or lack of
evidence pointing to massive mass graves) is
worthless, this is in fact the most important evidence,
not misinterpreted documents, with added code words
or speculation. The evidence is still there!

The New York accented “Chief Rabbi of Poland”
refuses the complete excavation and exhumation
of Treblinka that would definitively destroy “The
Holocaust” myth forever or destroy “Holocaust
Denial.”
The rabbi didn’t count on non-invasive LIDAR and
GPR technology being able to see through
the ground, exposing the Treblinka hoax.

Jürgen Graf also points out it is a lie that the
Jewish religion forbids re-opening graves, as
occurred in Rumania in April 2011.
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Many Points Ignored by Cole
Cole felt confident enough to seize upon one
mistake in the 1.0 version of the video yet
ignored
an
hour
and twenty minutes
of
presenting both some of the collective knowledge
of the Revisionist movement regarding Treblinka
as well as some new points, witnesses, and
evidence.
Here are a few of the points he declined to address :
“It’s sole purpose was to kill Jews” 5:53 A point
echoed by Arad, Black, and Caroline Sturdy Colls.
Already proven wrong by the Shoah Foundation
testimony, among other sources. Cole admits to
“thousands” transited through Treblinka, Sobibor, etc.
Access to Yad Vashem, Red Cross Bad Arolsen archives,
or the German reparations fund information would

continue to prove tens upon tens of thousands were
transited through these camps.
What was so important about these Shoah Foundation
Treblinka transitees, including a young girl and her
mother, to see the inside of an extermination camp
whose “sole purpose was to kill Jews”? Arad and Black
know it’s embarrassing to point out the evidence that
thousands of Jews were transited through these camps,
including completely un-skilled female children. That’s
why although there are reports of thousands transited
through these camps, they don’t mention it.
Eyewitnesses and records suggest that up to
900,000 people were murdered by the Nazis in 13
gas chambers at Treblinka 2 7:56
How reliable are these “eyewitnesses?” The same
Treblinka eyewitnesses that sentenced innocent John
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Demanjuk to death as being “Ivan the Terrible of
Treblinka?” Or Kurt Gerstein who claimed diesel was
used at Treblinka? Or Eichmann, who claimed a
captured Soviet submarine engine was used to gas
almost a million Jews at Treblinka, when the Germans
never captured a Soviet submarine?
The Demanjuk trial exposed Jewish Treblinka gassing,
mass murder “witnesses” such as Eliyahu Rosenberg as
vindictive Jewish supremacist liars. These “Treblinka
survivors” not only didn’t care if Demanjuk was really
“Ivan the Terrible”, but deliberately lied in order to
extract revenge. “He’s a Ukrainian goyim, it doesn’t
matter if Rosenberg reported “Ivan” killed in the
uprising decades earlier, kill him…”
Deliberate hoaxers such as Auschwitz-Birkenau gas
chamber escapee “Eyewitness” Irene Zisblatt show
Jewish survivors who were kept alive by the Germans

with the desire to extract revenge through creating
entire fantasies about their experiences.
Feel free to compare any Treblinka mass gassing
eyewitness to my Shoah Foundation Treblinka transit
witnesses, who tell a much more believable story.
Please David, we need diagrams of these thirteen ,
count em, thirteen Treblinka 2 “gas chambers disguised
as shower rooms.”
Willenberg 8:15 Willenberg
repeats
the
“death
factory” story, often repeated about Majdanek and
Auschwitz, which Cole denies were death factories.
Willenberg never saw the inside of the alleged “death
factory” area and his model is based on hearsay.

Excavators 15:50
Are these photographs of excavators “digging mass
graves” or operating at the gravel quarry?
Treblinka 1 / Swimming Pool 16:15
Contrary to Cole’s claims of the video providing nothing
new, there existed no properly labelled image or video
of the Treblinka 1 swimming pool on the internet or
elsewhere that I’m aware of before this video.
This is in direct contrast to the Caroline Colls cited
H.E.A.R.T. which even today mislabels a Treblinka 1
food storage cellar as the swimming pool.
Even many Revisionists who visited the camps often
never saw it, it’s obscured by trees on all sides. Those
that may have didn’t understand its significance, as it is
deliberately not labelled by museum administration.
Why would museum staff label such an embarassment
to the extermination narrative? People might
experience cognitive dissonance and question the larger
story.
David Cole interviewed Ernst Zundel at the Auschwitz
swimming pool. In fact I used footage Cole took of the
Auschwitz swimming pool. David thought recreational
swimming pools in alleged extermination centers
are quite significant and run contrary to the orthodox
story and I agree!
Majdanek 18:46
Caroline Colls believes the Majdanek Bath and
Disinfection 1 facility was used to murder Jews, when

David Cole knows full well it was used to keep them
alive and free of disease.
Why doesn’t Cole realize they got the gas chambers /
shower room story at Majdanek wrong, and similarly
got Treblinka wrong too?
The bodies of 900,000 people believed murdered
at Treblinka have never been found 35:15
Revisionists have an answer for this – they weren’t
murdered there, and some are still alive to this day.
Vasily Grossman / Soviet propaganda 35:23 –
38:09
“What we do know about Treblinka 2 comes from a
handful of eyewitnesses”
How accurate are those eyewitnesses and are they as
biased as the Auschwitz sonderkomando witnesses
David Cole claims are pathological liars, lying about
dragging dead Jews from gas chambers to crematory
ovens? Are they deliberately lying?
Vasily Grossman was a Jewish fiction writer, who
created propaganda for the Soviet Union. A narrator
reads his atrocity poetry from “The Hell of Treblinka”.
This is disseminated as unquestionable truth today.
Were 3.9 milion Jews also killed at Treblinka as
according to Grossman’s submission to Nuremberg?
David Cole knows full well Grossman’s impossibly large,
camp-spanning cremation pits, 250 x 300 meters long
don’t exist, and they never existed.

According to the LIDAR / GPS scans, there are no
ground disturbances consistent with 875,000 bodies
buried at Treblinka 2.
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Treblinka electrocution
,
steam
,
diesel, petrol
chambers and these massive pits have their origin in
wartime atrocity fiction. They have no place in reality,
German documents or eyewitnesses, just the
imaginative
minds
of
psychological
warfare
hoaxers such as Grossman.
The job of the exterminationists and David Cole is to
make the original impossible story believable for
modern audiences and pretend it has its basis in
science, German code words and truthful eyewitnesses.
Jews themselves dump recently cremated ashes at
Treblinka 38:40
“If you actually find a mass grave you have to stop. It’s
simple. 41:50
The Chief Rabbi of Poland is impeding a true and
complete investigation of Treblinka.
The Polish government can overrule him and should.
It took just 20 minutes to kill 5,000 people 43:03
Just another impossibility which can be further proven
by a detailed diagram of the alleged 13 gas chambers.
The archaeologists dig, find nothing but fossilized
shark teeth 43 m 24 s
The archaeologists chose to dig in areas which
showed ground disturbances.
They found nothing but fossilized shark teeth. Shouldn’t
they also be able to find 25 million 200,000 Jewish
teeth buried at Treblinka?
900,000 Cremated remains are still there!
This is the single largest mass burial site in the entire
world and the evidence is still there. The cremated
remains of 900,000 should be able to be exhumed and
cataloged.
Steam
Chambers,
ever-changing
murder
weapons 47:19
Ever-changing murder weapons have their origin in
wartime atrocity fiction.
Electrified floors?
Steam chambers with trap doors? Submarine engines?
Diesel engines?

Due to engineer Friedrich Berg’s tireless work, proving
the wild inefficiency of diesel for mass murder, many
exterminationists
are
quietly
and
reluctantly
abandoning claims of diesel gassing at Treblinka.
Deborah Listpadt’s webmaster didn’t get the memo,
however.
Abraham Zrzepicki describes a shower room reinforced
for air raids 56m
Samuel Crowell points out that throughout the German
camp system buildings were reinforced for air raids at
the same time the alleged Treblinka gas chambers were
built.
Zrzepicki describes a single shower room reinforced for
air raids, located near a well.
This was a likely shower room just like the one Cole
was in at Majdanek that is fraudulently alleged to have
been used to murder inmates.
And Zrzepicki describes ONE room not 13 chambers…
Within 8-10 minutes of arriving at Treblinka they’d be
dead, they’d be killed in the gas chambers for the
women, 15 minutes because they had to have further
humiliation, they had to have their heads shaved before
they took that walk into the gas chambers
themselves. 58:45
1- Impossible “gassing” times.
2 – Was utilizing inmate hair for industrial purposes
worth stopping the factory of death? Was the hair that
important? Or was inmate hair cut to keep deadly
typhus carrying lice from finding a place to bury in,
infect, and kill Jewish inmates?
Gas Chambers disguised as shower rooms 59:40
What was the purpose of disguising a gas chamber as a
shower room when mad sadists such as Ivan the
Terrible were allegedly cutting women’s breasts off with
swords forcing them into the “gas chamber disguised as
a shower room” we’re told was designed to soothe and
trick the Jews into complacency?
We know the Dachau “Gas chamber disguised as a
shower room” is a deliberate hoax. We know
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at Majdanek there is no “gas chamber disguised as a
shower room”, but separate gas chambers for delousing
inmate clothing and a shower room.
What is the purpose of terra cotta tiles in a gas
chamber? Designing a gas chamber with terra cotta
tile flooring. It’s just stupid. A real shower room? Par
for the course.
Caroline Colls covered up the area which could reveal
foundation similar to those found at Treblinka 1. There
may be a complete foundation, including divisions
signifying different rooms.
The Nazis couldn’t hide all traces of their crimes, but we
can! 1:06:50
Zionist Archaeologists cover up the site of the alleged
biggest weapon of mass destruction in human history.
Animal Burial site shows up on Colls GPR
radar. 1:09:19
Again in contrast to David Coles’ claim that the video
adds nothing new, I was able to show a burial site
between Treblinka 1 and 2 which has exposed animal
remains and excavator markings. It even shows up on
Colls’ own radar.

A complete archaeological investigation should find
scenes like this, but thousands of times bigger at the
alleged Treblinka 2 site, with tons of cremated human
remains and massive ground disturbances.

Zionist Jewish media domination, combined with their
ability to manipulate politicians via their propaganda
such as Treblinka: Hitler’s Killing Machine and The Last
Days (shown in the US Congress) is the main reason
the “gas chambers disguised as shower rooms” myth
persists today. Not science. Not archaeological
investigations which uncovered the remains of less than
5,000 people. Not code words in German documents.
This, combined with their campaign to destroy the lives
of those who deny their myths, of course.
However the days of Jewish media domination via
newspapers and old media are dying and educated
people aren’t buying 70 year old atrocity propaganda
anymore.
Independent, extremely low budget videos like The
Treblinka Archaeology Hoax, although not as slick as
the Zionist Billionaire funded propaganda pieces, will go
a long way to fight the hoax.
Secret Death Camps?
There was nothing secret about Treblinka 2′s location.
It’s located a short walk from the Treblinka 1 labor
camp where inmates were periodically released after
serving their sentences. The railway to the Treblinka
gravel pit constantly passed by Treblinka 2.
Belzec was located on a main passenger rail line where
civilians could simply look out the train window into it
as they passed by.
Equal Gas Distribution
David, what was the mechanism used to equally
distribute the exhaust from the Soviet steam / diesel
/ petrol / whatever engine into the 10 / 13 / whatever
amount of gas chambers?
Treblinka Holocaust believers / promoters such as
David Cole like to keep things as vague as possible.
Details don’t matter, the Jews just all disappeared,
right?
I think this is why Faurisson’s “Show me or draw me a
Nazi Gas chamber” meme is important. Mocked by
Cole, but he still doesn’t seem able to do it.
Please, David, show us diagrams of the 13, count em,
thirteen alleged Treblinka gas chambers and how they
worked.

The disturbances at this animal burial site are bigger
than anything showing up on the radar at Treblinka 2.

There are more animal bones here than alleged human
bones Colls found in the entirety of Treblinka 2.
Jewish Billionaire Media Domination and Control
A sore point David Cole, a Jewish Los Angeles based
Holocaust promoting filmmaker himself, wouldn’t want
to point out is that Jewish Billionaires, whether Murray
Rothstein or Steven Spielberg are behind the Holocaust
promotion campaign and the primary reason it’s
believed.

The atomic bomb Little Boy killed 66,000
Japanese in Hiroshima. We know how it worked
and can reproduce diagrams on its function.
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So please produce similar diagrams showing how the
Treblinka gas chambers actually functioned, which you
claim were 14 times more deadly than this atomic
bomb and were responsible for the murder of 900,000
Jews.
Because these Treblinka shower-rooms-disguised-asgas-chambers are the most successful weapons of
mass destruction in human history, surely David
Cole can produce a diagram so we can learn how such a
horrible creation actually worked.
Cole seems to assume that simply hooking up engines
and exhaust pipes to these “gas chambers” is a surefire
way to murder 900,000 Jews, but he “overlooks” more
than a few things.
One of the most important problems with the story is
that we’re told the Jews were loaded in different
“chambers” and gas was pumped in which resulted in
their death.
My
friend
and
colleague,
Columbia
educated
Engineer Friedrich Paul Berg will gladly examine the
Treblinka gas chamber diagrams surely to be produced
by Cole and examine the mechanism used to equally
distribute the exhaust from the captured Soviet petrol
engine to the multiple chambers. Because obviously an
equal or similar amount of deadly exhaust would have
to be pumped into each room, there must be some
mechanism to do this.
Many “Holocaust” promoters have seemed to finally
reluctantly agree that diesel gassings were impossible
thanks to Berg’s tireless promotion of this fact. I’m sure

he’ll be able to verify the ability of such equipment to
equally distribute the “gas” into the 10, 13, or whatever
different chambers.
But that’s only one of the many problems with the story
that isn’t even mentioned in The Treblinka Archaeology
Hoax.
According to Cole, Auschwitz and Majdanek had
no homicidal gas chambers but Treblinka had
REAL gas chambers!
Cole apparently seems to say that at Auschwitz and
Majdanek the physical evidence acquits the Germans of
mass gassing claims. Yet he claims that although the
Auschwitz and Majdanek narratives were / are
completely wrong, this can’t possibly also be the case
with locations such as Treblinka. As we saw in
the Treblinka:
Inside
Hitler’s
Secret
Death
Camp documentary, Caroline Sturdy Colls filmed from
inside the shower room of Majdanek Bath and
Disinfection 1, applying homicidal intent to a facility
designed to shower inmates and delouse their clothing
in order to keep them alive. David Cole was inside this
complex and thoroughly pointed out most of the holes
in the Majdanek story.
“Holocaust Deniers” as Cole want to call us claim that
that the Majdanek Bath and Disinfection 1 complex was
just that, and was in fact life saving. We believe
this evidence – that Majdanek’s “gas chamber” facility
was a life saving bath and disinfection complex – a
mirror opposite of the propaganda claims – adds to the
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proof that Treblinka “gas chambers” are similarly
misidentified.

If Cole believes a life saving Bath and Disinfection
complex is misidentified as a homicidal gas chamber,
why is it so outrageous for him to think we question
and even deny the Treblinka “gas chambers”? Since
Cole knows the original Soviet Majdanek death toll of
1.5 million was justifiably reduced to around 60,000
today, why does he think it’s so outrageous for
a similar revision of original propaganda death tolls to
happen at Treblinka?
Cole wants to dismiss the large number of Jews
transited through Treblinka, Sobibor
David wants to dismiss the Shoah Foundation Treblinka
/ Sobibor transitee witnesses as “nothing new.”
Maybe David didn’t watch “The Jewish Gas Chamber
Hoax” which brings up some other problems with
Treblinka. Primarily eyewitness description of corpse
color, diesel gassings.
The video also points out that to two of the top
“Holocaust” authorities (promoters) in the world –
Yitzak
Arad
and
Peter
Black,
these
miracle
“survivors” certainly are “something new.”

Why was Zelda Gordon, an unskilled female child,
so important that she was plucked from inside a
Treblinka “Gas chamber” to be transited through
Treblinka, this “pure extermination camp” to
other camps to kvetch to all the yentas in
Poland about this top secret “extermination
center”? Of course it’s absurd, which is why Arad
and Black push the “pure extermination camp”
myth.
There are reported cases of hundreds, and even
thousands at a time being transited through Treblinka
and Sobibor. Just because there is a lack of information
from more of these Jews doesn’t mean they were
gassed at these sites. Just because we can’t track every
person allegedly sent there doesn’t mean they were
gassed and buried at these sites.
Cole’s own experience reuniting separated “Holocaust
survivor” brothers, each assuming the other was
exterminated, after appearing on the Montel show
should have taught him that by now.
Transited Through Sobibor Soccer Survivor "Holocaust"

Although no doubt tens of thousands died after being
transited Eastward, there must be thousands of
Treblinka and Sobibor transitees still alive even today.
This can be verified through archives which are
unfortunately closed to Revisionists. If Cole can get me
complete access to the German reparations payment
fund, the Red Cross Bad Arolsen archives, or Yad
Vashem I can continue to show more Jews transited
through Treblinka and Sobibor.
And of course the lack of mass graves proves the
official story can’t possibly be true. The orthodox line is
to minimize the Jews we know were transited through
the camp, so why would they bother looking for more?
The Holocaust Industry claims there are a ridiculously
small amount of “survivors.” You can find hundreds of
pages and even entire documentaries devoted to
spreading this lie. “Only two survivors remain from Nazi
camp Treblinka.” is a popular mainstream Holocaust
promotion lie. This is blown away by the Shoah
foundation testimonies of Jews describing being
transited with up to 500 at a time through Treblinka.
And there are thousands of similar stories to be found if
one has access to and cares to look in the right places.
Of course these Shoah Foundation testimonies are only
of American Jews. Several “Treblinka” survivors live in
Beverly Hills. Cole can put on his yarmulke and go to
any Beverly Hills synagogue, ask around and find some
of those related to these Treblinka Survivors / Beverly
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Hills residents such as Fred Kort, Zelda Gordon and
more!
But for those sent East, one would have to look to the
Soviet Union’s records. Unfortunately, Russia recently
criminalized “Holocaust Denial”.
The Shoah Foundation Jews describe being transited
through Treblinka to other camps. These camps are
also mentioned by Pohl in his report to Himmler. Were
they also part of Operation Reinhardt?
1.
On the 10/22/19/43 SS Obergruppenfuehrer Pohl
announced that he had ordered taking over of the
following Working Camps by Amtsgruppe D: (1) Old
Airport Lublin (2) SS Working Camp Trawniki (3) SS
Working Camp Poniatowa (4) Forced Labor Camp and
SS Workshops in Radom (5) Forced Labor Camp and SS
Workshops in Budzyn (6) Main Camp Cracow Placzow
(7) German Equipment Works, Lublin (8) Armament
stores in Lemberg.
Pohl, Aktion Reinhardt, Globocnik Report, Himmler
Reply

Cole
denies
anyone
was
gassed
at
Majdanek whatsoever. So there you have an “Operation
Reinhardt” camp mentioned alongside “T,B,S” which we
know tens of thousands were subsequently deported
from.
Alright, so now there are 5 Operation Reinhardt
camps…
However below we can see Birkenau is specifically
mentioned by Pohl as “Station 2 of Action Reinhardt”
On Pohl’s visit to Birkenau on September 23, 1942 he
refers to visiting “Station 2 der Aktion Reinardt”

Operation Reinhard (t)

The “Operation Reinhard Death Camps” story is a false
narrative created primarily by Jewish political science
major Raul Hilberg and Jewish Zionist war criminal
Yitzak Arad.
Operation Reinhardt with a T at the end was an SS
program to utilize Jewish labor, confiscate and
redistribute Jewish wealth in order to fund the SS
and was named after Fritz Reinhardt, state secretary in
the German finance ministry of the Third Reich. There
is zero proof it was named after Reinhard Heydrich, in
order to kill 2 million in revenge for his assassination.
There are no overt references whatsoever to mass
extermination connected with Operation Reinhardt in
German documents. There are several references to
economic plunder of property and expulsion in
connection with Operation Reinhardt.
Samuel Crowell sought to educate David Irving on
Operation Reinhardt. Cole would benefit from reading
the following multiple times.
Aktion Reinhardt, Globocnik Report, Himmler Reply
The entire Action Reinhardt is divided into four
spheres: A. The expulsion itself. B. The employment of
labour. C. The exploitation of property. D. Seizure of
hidden goods and landed property.
-Odilo Globocnik, alleged head of “Operation Reinhardt”

It’s Globocnik telling in plain language what Operation
Reinhardt was. What does Cole want to do with this?
Cole needs to add more “code words” “expulsion”
meaning 2 million gassed, buried, dug back up, and
reburied, right?
Not Just Four “Extermination Centers”
1) In a piece on Inconvenient History, Jűrgen Graf
attacked David Irving for his belief that mass murders
occurred at the Reinhardt camps. Graf’s position is
100% dependant (sic) on the idea that if the Nazis did
have four secret murder camps, the Nazi higher-ups
would have been blabbing about them left-and-right to
every underling and bureaucratic cog.

- David Cole

We’re told by the exterminationists that the four
“Operation Reinhard death camps” were Treblinka,
Belzec, Sobibor, and Chelmno.
The “discovery” of the Höfle telegram added another
camp – L, alleged to be Lublin-Majdanek. We know this
wasn’t a pure extermination camp and in fact David

So that makes “6 Operation Reinhardt” camps now…
NOT the four claimed by Cole and exterminationists.
And there are many more. Treblinka wasn’t in Lublin
district, Birkenau too. Chelmno also.
Operation Reinhardt must have been a camp network
wide system for the plunder of Jewish wealth,
evacuation, and utilization of their labor, not four
“extermination centers” as parroted by Cole.
The Höfle Telegram
David Cole points to two documents for proof
approximately 2 million Jews were gassed, buried, dug
back up and reburied at Treblinka, Belzec, Sobibor, and
Chelmno.
He claims that even in top secret documents, “code
words” were used to describe extermination rather than
evacuation.
Both the Höfle Telegram and the Korherr report have
“mistakes” that exterminationists “correct” in order to
fit
their
conspiracy
theory. According
to
exterminationists, the Höfle telegram has a typo, as the
numbers don’t add up properly without adding a
number to the “T” figure.
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The Höfle Telegram was discovered in British archives
in 2000. Researchers were confused and surprised
when L, alleged to be Lublin Majdanek, was
mentioned. Previously, the big four “pure extermination
camps” Belzec, Sobibor, Chelmno, and Treblinka, were
the only camps previously known as part of Operation
Reinhard, labelled by fugitive Israeli war criminal Yitzak
Arad as the “Operation Reinhard Death Camps.”
Cole
and
exterminationists
claim
this
report
of arrivals to places labelled as L,B,S, and T proves that
more than a million Jews were gassed at Belzec,
Sobibor, and Treblinka by the beginning of 1943. But
it’s just a list of arrivals.

According to Cole, no Jews were gassed at Majdanek,
but at the other 3, almost all were!
But there is no need for speculation or code words or
misinterpretations of documents “discovered” in
archives 14 years ago when the physical evidence
proves the murder of almost 2 million Jews in 4 camps
to have never happened.
If the amount claimed in the Höfle telegram is
authentic, and this amount did arrive at Treblinka,
Belzec, Sobibor, and Majdanek, evidence shows almost
all of these amounts also departed these camps, too.
Just like at L for Lublin-Majdanek, David!
Similarly, Hoess in his formerly classified Nuremberg
interrogation claims approximately 942,000 Jews
arrived at Auschwitz total. Cole knows hundreds of
thousands were transited through Auschwitz-Birkenau,
which operated as an evacuation camp. (Now also
proven to be part of Operation Reinhardt) Would he
point
to
Auschwitz
arrival
figures
as
proof
almost everyone sent there was killed too? Because
that’s what’s he’s claiming about Treblinka, Belzec, and
Sobibor via the Höfle telegram.
The Korherr Report
The Korherr report is a report commissioned by
Himmler on Jewish evacuation and emigration written
by statistician Dr Richard Korherr. The most relevant
section is translated below –

through the camps in the General
government …………. …….. 1 274 166 Jews
through the camps in the Warthegau….. 145 301 Jews
5. Evacuation from other
countries, namely:
France (insofar as occupied
before 10.11.1942 )…………… 41 911 Jews
Netherlands…………………… 38 571 “
Belgium………………………. 16 886 “
Norway ……………………… 532 “
Slovakia…………….. 56 691 Jews
Crotia ……………. 4 927 “
——————————
Evacuations total(incl.
Theresienstadt and incl.
special treatment)……….. 1 873 549 Jews
w./o Theresienstadt………. 1 786 356 “
6. In addition, according to data from
the Reichssicherheitshauptamt
there is the evacuation of… 633 300 Jews
in the Russian territories
incl. the former Baltic
countries since the beginning of the
Eastern Campaign.
The above numbers do not include the inmates of
ghettoes and concentration camps.

Does Cole deny Jews were sent East through the
General Government or Warthegua? Where were
the Jews we know where sent East to places such as
Minsk, Pinsk, Baltic countries etc., transited through if
not through these districts, David?
The term used by Korherr, translated as “dragged
through” or “sifted through” was used even after the
war.
The below document is certifying in 1946 that Jew
Heinz Rosenberg was sent from Hamburg to Minsk,
then back, according to him, through Treblinka (but
might be Trawniki) He had to have gone through the
General Government or Warthegau districts in order to
get from Hamburg to Minsk.

V. THE EVACUATION OF THE JEWS
……
All evacuations on the territory of the Reich and
including the eastern territories and further in the
German area of power and influence in Europe from
October 1939 or later until 31.12.1942 resulted in the
following numbers:
1. Evacuation of Jews from Baden
and the Palatinate to France ……. 6 504 Jews
2. Evacuation of Jews from the Reich
territory incl. the Protectorate and
Bialystok district to the East…… 170 642 “
3. Evacuation of Jews from the Reich
area and the Protectorate
to Theresienstadt…………….. 87 193
4. Transportation of Jews from the
eastern provinces to the Russian
East: ………………………. 1 449 692 “
The following numbers were sifted
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Similar wording “dragged through” is used. Heinz
Rosenberg “survived” being transited East and back
again and was not “gassed.”
Exterminationists want you to believe this “dragged
through”
term
in
this
secret
report
to
Himmler secretly means “exterminated”. This despite
the Korherr report overtly reporting deaths in
concentration camps and
Up to the beginning of 1943 exterminationists claim the
Korherr report proves 1,274,166 were gassed at
Treblinka, Belzec, and Sobibor (in the General
Government district). In addition they allege this
document proves 145,301 Jews were gassed at
Chelmno, in the Warthegau district.
From the original German 4. Transportierung von Juden aus den
Ostprovinzen nach dem russischen
Osten: ………………………. 1 449 692 “
Es wurden durchgeschleust
durch die Lager im Generalgouvernement………………… 1 274 166 Juden
durch die Lager im Warthegau….. 145 301 Juden

The following is a deliberate mis-translation of Korherr
from hoaxer organization H.E.A.R.T., often cited by
Caroline Sturdy Colls.

4

Transportation of the Jews from
the Eastern Provinces to the
Russian East
1449692
Number
passed
through
the
camps
in
the
General 1274166
Government
Through the camp at Warthegau
145301

However in the original German, the plural “die” is used
is used rather than singular “das”. This means Korherr
is referencing more than one camp in the Warthegau
district. Many camps. We are told that the section
“durch die Lager im Warthegau” means Chelmno,
however that can only be arrived at through a
deliberate mistranslation.
So
the
exterminationists
need
to deliberately
mistranslate this section in order to fit the “Four
extermination centers” of Chelmno, Treblinka, Belzec,
and Sobibor narrative.
So not only do exterminations want to point to this
section of Korherr and claim it uses code words to
describe extermination, they also have to deliberately
mistranslate it to fit their false mass-gassing-in-fourextermination-centers narrative.
Here’s Cole’s “Holocaust denial destroying” point
Korherr makes it clear that the Jews “processed
through the camps in the General Government” were
NOT, following the processing, “inmates of ghettos and
concentration camps.” Transit camp theory, RIP.
- David Cole

This is just nonsensical as this would apply to every
single group mention in section V, not just number 4.
The preceding number 3 even describes Jews sent to
Theresienstadt, a ghetto / camp.
3. Evacuation of Jews from the Reich
area and the Protectorate
to Theresienstadt…………….. 87 193

Korherr is simply reporting the amount evacuated, in
the following sections he describes those currently in
a partial list of ghettos and camps west of modern
Lviv.
Cole is by extension also claiming that Korherr himself
knew these Jews processed through the camps in the

General
Government
and
Warthegua
were
exterminated and not sent elsewhere.
In the following sections VI and VII, Korherr writes
nothing specific about the camps or ghettos East of
current Lviv or even Bialystok and explains multiple
times the difficulty and in fact impossibility of counting
those in the occupied Eastern Territories.
The newly acquired Eastern Territories (except for
Danzig) are not included in the statistics. These figures
cannot be calculated.

In addition, how it was impossible to calculate figures
of Soviet Russian Jews in this area Moreover, it was not possible to count all of the deaths
of the Soviet Russian Jews in the occupied Eastern
Territories while those in the remaining European part
of Russia and on the front have not been included at all.

And another about the difficulties of compiling statistics
in the Eastern territories
We have faced almost insurmountable difficulties in the
compilation of accurate statistics regarding the Jewish
population and its movements in the Eastern Territories
since the beginning of the Second World War, which set
uncontrollable masses of Jews in movement.

And another

The figure for emigration and excess mortality (the
turmoil of war!) in the Eastern Territories and the
General Government cannot be checked.

Korherr’s information is vague and incomplete
concerning the Eastern territories. He writes nothing to
do with where these Jews went “following processing”
because according to him, it wasn’t possible to! He
writes nothing in sections VI or VII about the large
Minsk, Bialystok, Vilna ghettos. We know there were
tens of thousands of Jews at these camps. Just because
he doesn’t write about them, doesn’t mean the Jews
didn’t exist, or disappeared into gas chambers
disguised as shower rooms like Cole wants to claim.
In section VI, Korherr writes about “the Jews in the
Ghettos”. However, this is clearly incomplete, as no
ghettos further East than Lviv are mentioned at all.
Bialystok, Baltic states, too, no mentions of the known
ghettos in the area the Jews transited East were likely
to wind up.
Does this mean the Minsk ghetto didn’t exist or have
thousands of Jews transited to it because Korherr didn’t
specifically write about it in section VI? According to
Cole this does. Because section VI and VII, according to
Cole, was supposed to mention where all the Jews
transited through the General Government and
Warthegau
went,
and
doesn’t
mention
much
information at all about the Eastern territories, Cole
wants to jump to the conclusion that they were all
exterminated in gas chambers.
So Cole, this doesn’t mean the Jews transited through
the General Gouvernment and Warthegau were
subsequently
NOT
“inmates
of
ghettoes
and
concentration camps”, but gassed, they just weren’t all
currently inmates of the partial list of ghettos and
concentration camps mentioned in section VI and VII of
Korherr which he was transitioning to at the end of
section V.
Korherr gives no report of any camps or ghettos East of
Lviv in section VI and VII. So the Korherr report is
simply not a comprehensive report by his own
admission.
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So David, this means the statistician’s report, which
essentially stops with detailed figures of ghettos and
camps East of modern Lviv, even though we know
hundreds or even thousands of ghettos and
concentration camps were located Northeast, East, and
Southeast of the Bug River, is worthless to prove
mass extermination at Treblinka, Belzec, and Sobibor.

Where did the Jews go after being transited through the
General Government and Warthegua districts? Likely to
one of the recently admitted whopping 42,500 camps
and ghettos, not the 7,000 previously thought.

Because Korherr didn’t have or write any detailed
information about the Jewish population of specific
ghettos and concentration camps East of modern Lviv,
Cole and the exterminationists claim this is proof the
Jews were gassed at Treblinka, Belzec, and Sobibor.
Really!
In addition This quote from Korherr shows the Nazis
went out of their way to transport elderly Jews to
Theresienstadt (not gas them) at the same time we’re
told these “evacuated Jews” (code words!) were
gassed.

Many Revisionists know that Irving is playing word
games to avoid being thrown in prison again, but
what’s
Cole’s
excuse?
Cole
himself doesn’t believe 900,000 Jews were machine
gunned into pits at Treblinka, so what is his angle? I
would say that someone who claims 900,000 Jews were
machine gunned into pits at Treblinka, although there
are 900,000 missing bodies, bullets and bullet casings
was a “Holocaust historian” spreading untruths and
impossibilities, not a “real Revisionist.”
I believe Irving is muddling his claims in order to stay
out of prison and to have a better public perception of
him. After all, a “Holocaust Denier” is the most
persecuted person on the planet, who could be thrown
into a “Western” prison simply for expressing one’s
conclusions. Their livelihood will be destroyed, they will
lose friends and support of their family. Both Davids
know this and have experienced it.
By separating himself from “deniers” Cole attempts to
elevate himself in the eyes of society. But like Irving,
he just confuses people by mixing historical truth with
Holocaust fantasy.
David Cole’s conversion from a “Revisionist” to a
Treblinka / “Reinhard” believer / promoter is akin to
Richard Dawkins becoming a Mormon. It’s just not

Between January 1 1943 and March 3 1943 113,015
Jews were evacuated from the Reich including Bohemia
and Moravia, the new Eastern Territories and the
district of Bialystok to the East and 8,025 Jews were
moved to the Ghetto for the Aged in Theresienstadt.

Cole and David Irving
David Irving said at Treblinka that the Jews at Treblinka
weren’t gassed, they were machine gunned into large
pits.
Cole is claiming that Irving is a “real Revisionist” and
those who deny Treblinka had gas chambers or pits for
900,000
machine
gunned
Jews
are
horrible
“deniers.” Cole is smarter than this, so what is his
game?
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entirely believable. One can’t really go back after
seeing the other side, especially after enduring the
scorn, hate, and misery directed at us.
If Cole’s claiming he won’t apologize for his past work
because all areas of study should be open to question
and investigation, the invective he writes towards
“deniers” is a bit counter-intuitive. How someone who
was and is as maligned as him can now say and write
such similarly
despicable things
about
Faurisson,
Leuchter, Smith, and “deniers” is impossible for me to
wrap my head around.
Perhaps in order to mitigate damage in his own
personal and professional life, he is attempting
to separate himself from the despicable “deniers” with
his nuanced gas chamber shuffle.
How someone who believes the Auschwitz-Birkenau and
Majdanek gas chambers are propaganda fiction yet
unquestionably believes the same line about Treblinka,
Belzec, and Sobibor is something remarkable, and
is not believable to me, at all.
I just don’t believe David Cole. I don’t believe he 100%
believes the Treblinka story and thinks a full scale
archaeological
investigation
and
exhumation
of
Treblinka would result in discovering the remains of
nearly 900,000 Jews. It’s impossible for someone to
have been persecuted as much as he was – for knowing
an inconvenient truth, not to know that it is entirely
possible that those who are so wrong about Auschwitz
might also be wrong about Treblinka.
“So what’s a knowledgeable but disgraced Holocaust
revisionist to do? Play both sides. And make some
decent scratch. I created two pseudonyms – one to sell
books and videos to Holocaust studies departments
around the world, and one to sell books and videos to
revisionists.”
- David Cole, Republican Party Animal
Chapters 7-8 as reported by Friedrich Töben

Cole bragged in his own book that he was “playing both
sides.” And I feel he is continuing that to this day, by
promoting the “Operation Reinhard death camp”
narrative while denying the Auschwitz-Birkenau and
Majdanek gas chambers. It’s half a holocaust.
Halfocaust. Promote half (Auschwitz and Majdanek gas
chamber denial) to the Revisionists and hope the
believers don’t mind, and sell the other half (bashing
Revisionists and affirming the “Operation Reinhard
Death Camp Narrative”) to the believers.
What I really am surprised at is the viciousness he goes
after Faurisson, Leuchter, and “deniers”.
If he actually believes in Treblinka, Belzec,
Sobibor electruction / steam / diesel /
petrol
gassings fine, but I’d think he wouldn’t be so quick to
attack Treblinka “deniers” and would support
further investigation.
I would consider a statement such as the following
reasonable -

“I, David Cole, extensively researched the AuschwitzBirkenau and Majdanek concentration camps and found
that there were no homicidal gas chambers as alleged
at these sites. Although, I do believe approximately 2
million Jews were gassed at Treblinka, Sobibor,
Chelmno, and Belzec.
However, due to my experience with the AuschwitzBirkenau and Majdanek “gas chambers” being based not
in reality but in propaganda, testimony from Germans
extracted via torture, and fraudulent eyewitnesses, I
justifiably
have
doubts
about
the
official
Treblinka narrative and
support
a
complete

archaeological excavation and cataloged exhumation of
human remains at the Treblinka 2 site. After all, the
Auschwitz gas chamber story isn’t true, and we know
Majdanek witnesses confused showers with gas
chambers…
"By Some Miracle, Water Came Down, Instead of the
Gas!" Helen Schwartz

So it is possible the rooms at Treblinka that inmates
hair was cut before entering were actually life saving
shower rooms, just like the Bath and Disinfection 1
complex at Majdanek where a similar process is
alleged. However, today I believe 900,000 Jews were
gassed at Treblinka, but as I said, support a complete
excavation due to my experiences with fraudulent
Auschwitz and Majdanek claims.”
Of course there are dozens more reasons why the
“Operation
Reinhard
Death
Camp”
narrative
is impossible. The documentary “One Third of the
Holocaust” by Denierbud has never been addressed by
Cole and covers many, many more of these
impossibilities. IF Cole is claiming to be a scholar, he
can address the points in that video too, rather than
knocking my entire presentation based on one mistake
already revised months ago or all of Revisionism’s
Treblinka claims based on his twisting of the Korherr
report.
ONE THIRD of the HOLOCAUST

Overall, I don’t believe David Cole actually believes the
absurd Natzweiler gassing claims or the Treblinka
gassing claims.
Should we believe Cole before the death threats drove
him underground or Irving before spending a year and
a half in an Austrian prison cell? Or both of them
afterwards? I choose to believe the David Cole who
openly brags that he’s playing both sides.
David
Cole
believes
every
Auschwitz
“Sonderkommando” is a complete pathological liar… Yet
believes Samuel Willenberg, Eliyahu Rosenberg, and
the Treblinka cast of liars?
I just don’t buy it.
Cole believes no one was gassed at Auschwitz or
Majdanek, but they were at Treblinka, Belzec, and
Sobibor.
He is the only person in the entire world to proclaim
such a belief.
The “homicidal mass gas chamber” claims, ALL of them,
have no basis in reality. Not at Auschwitz-Birkenau, not
at Majdanek, and there were no “Thirteen gas
chambers disguised as shower rooms” at Treblinka
either.
The homicidal gas chamber myth was created and
persists due to camp rumors, the high death toll of
Jews, an honest confusion of the separate shower and
clothing delousing process, eyewitness lies, torture of
captured Germans, deliberate Allied de-Nazification
psychological warfare, and people actually believing the
homicidal gas chamber claims to be true.
Like electrified floors, steam chambers, Belgian babies
being
bayoneted,
soap,
lampshades,
Kuwaiti
incubators, the “gas chambers disguised as shower
rooms” wartime atrocity hoax needs to be thrown in the
trash can of history.
Cole deserves the insults being thrown at him for
disrespecting and backstabbing Revisionism and
Revisionist heroes such as Leuchter, Faurisson, and
Smith, but I won’t join in it myself.
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The biggest insult David Cole can ever experience is
having
to
defend his
World
Jewish
Congress
predecessors’ ridiculous propaganda in public with a
straight
face
as
the
Internet
age
exposes

the absurd and
coup.

impossible

“Holocaust”

propaganda

http://holocausthoaxmuseum.com/response-to-david-cole/

____________________________________
David Cole on Robert Faurisson - July 25, 2014
“I’m going to make this short, and it will be my final
word on the subject. I’ve been hearing a lot recently
about Robert Faurisson badmouthing me. This is
nothing new. This is what Faurisson does. He has
systematically alienated, via his unwarranted insults,
Mark Weber and David Irving, the two finest revisionist
historians there are. Faurisson is displeased that I point
out in my book that he froze on the witness stand at
the
Zundel
Trial
when
asked
about
the Einsatzgruppen operations in the East after the
invasion of Russia. If he is angry, let it be with his own
behavior on the stand, preserved in the record of the
proceedings (and accurately reproduced by me in my
book). If Faurisson does not like Faurisson’s words
being recorded, Faurisson needs to take that up with
Faurisson. Just as in the case of “skeptic” fraud Michael
Shermer, Faurisson is upset that I recounted his own
words. Tough shit, boys.
“After my outing, Freddy Leuchter Facebook friended
me like we were old pals. I’d met him maybe three
times in my life, and I’d never had any conflict with
him. A few days ago, Faurisson declared me an enemy,
and Freddy concurred. And all of a sudden we were old
enemies instead of old pals. The truth is, we were
neither. Freddy isn’t a historian; Weber and Irving are.
If Weber and Irving are on Faurisson’s enemies list, I

am happy to be in their company. I'd rather be Weber's
real-life friend than Leuchter's Facebook friend.
“Mark Weber and I have been friends for almost a
quarter century. It is a friendship built on respect. Have
we disagreed? Sure. All friends do every now and then.
But we’ve never taken it public or made it a spectacle.
Same with Bradley Smith, a friend of mine since 1989.
But Faurisson? When he declares you an infidel, he
makes a bigger spectacle of it than Cecil B. De Mille on
acid.
“I have never sought conflict with Faurisson, but he has
come at me time and again, and time and again I have
stated that I don’t give one small damn about his
opinion of me. He should be thankful to a man like
Weber for giving him a forum for as long as he did.
Instead, Faurisson strikes out at anyone who
“displeases” him, and, in doing so, violates the tenet of
a free and friendly exchange of ideas that separates
revisionism (in theory if not in practice) from
“orthodox” Holocaust historiography.
“He’s insignificant to my work and my life. I’m sorry
that he’s bitter, but I can’t help that. He’s not worth
another one minute of keyboard-typing. End of story.”
https://www.facebook.com/BigInfidel?fref=browse_sea
rch

Smith Asks a Question:
I thought David Cole/Stein going off on Faurisson this
way was much more than just not necessary. Still, I did
want to see the quote “’accurately reproduced’ by me
[David] in my book.” I wrote to ask that he help me

find that quote in his book, which is not indexed. I
made no comment on the ugly, insulting language he
used re Faurisson.
Cole Replies:

--------------------------------------------------------------------Bradley Smith and David Cole exchange thoughts
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“Are you running the Treblinka piece [this refers to an
article he wrote for SR ] or not? If you have my book,
the Faurisson comment is on page 30. But that's
irrelevant to the Treblinka piece. The Faurisson
comment you quote was from a Facebook post. The
Treblinka piece is something scholarly that I prepared
specifically for you.”
Following that, I received a second message:
“First of all old man, if you're going to troll my
Facebook page, be aware that I do not treat social
media like a book or essay. It's SOCIAL MEDIA. It's
ephemeral. It's a conversation with my friends on my
private page. I do not expect my private conversations
to be critiqued as though I were submitting a scholarly
essay.
“I'm curious -- are you similarly grilling Leuchter on his
claim that I am not a revisionist? I used the term
‘reproduced’
as
in
‘represented.’
I
accurately
represented Faurisson's behavior on the stands based
on the trial transcripts (as I was not in Toronto in '85 to
see the trial myself). Faurisson is too unimportant a
figure for me to have devoted even one page to
reprinting the actual transcripts. It's a throwaway
paragraph about a marginal kook. He was asked on the
stand if he had ever studied the mass killings following
the invasion of Russia, he admitted that he never had,
and it was embarrassing. End of story.”
Smith Replies:
“I do intend to run your piece on Treblinka. I think you
present it well. I also expect it to be criticized. I did buy
your book and perused it all, read the appendix more
closely. [Re the quote we are discussing] ‘If Faurisson
is angry, let it be with his own behavior on the stand,
preserved in the record of the proceedings (and
accurately reproduced by me in my book’.
“Is this behavior reproduced in the Appendix? Or? You
can save me some 15 minutes or maybe an hour if you
tell me where.”
A bit later I caught up with his question about my
trolling his Face Book age where his diatribe on
Faurisson appeared.
“I first got it I think from Santomauro. Then I went to
take a look. I may be an old guy, you're acting like a
child. I asked you a simple question. You get defensive.
You get defensive because you wrote saying you had
done something you did not do. Your FB page is private
in no way whatever -- other than your wish that it were
so if you say something there that is not true. If this
sounds like I am getting impatient with you, it is
because I am.
“Don't get pissy with me, or have a hissy fit. I do not
think I am going to be in the mood for it.”
Cole Replies:
“A) My Facebook page is private. But when one of my
friends shares something, it can be seen by others.
That doesn't mean that my page is not private. But if
one of my friends decides to share something, he can.
“B) If you want me to go fucking dig up the transcript
of the Faurisson cross-examination from the Zundel
Trial (which I only have in hard-copy, unless you know
of a complete online source), I will, just to prove a
point. Unlike you, Weber read my book front-to-back,
and gave me various positive and negative notes. There
was no disagreement regarding the way I presented
Faurisson's behavior on the stand. He was ill-prepared
and ignorant on the Eastern Front killings. It will take

me several days to find the transcripts. As I said, I will
find them, if you insist, but, regardless...
“C) We're finished. Permanently. You've always been a
pathetic puppet dancing at the end of Faurisson's
strings, which, considering how unimportant he is in the
big scheme of things, is pathetic to an even greater
degree. I was prepared to let it go, because I realize
your need for money and I equally realize that since
the "official" Faurisson / IHR split, having him in your
corner helps you out financially. You should have
understood that I was being tolerant by letting it go,
and you should have refrained from pushing it further.
You did not. I, on the other hand, have been willing to
let things go, including behavior of yours toward Weber
after the 2009 "split" that I consider to be in direct
contradiction to your supposed belief in "open debate."
“Faurisson will be dead soon, and where will that leave
you? You've alienated Weber, and now you've alienated
me. You're not good at long-term thinking. I suppose
you'll still have Rudolf, who, from what I have seen,
has been enough of a gentleman to not get involved in
the recent attacks against me from Faurisson.
“Parfrey [Cole’s publisher] will run my Treblinka piece
as the thing that Brad Smith was too much of a pussy
to run unless I kowtowed to Faurisson. Fine. It will only
demonstrate that I have (as always) tried to remain
independent of revisionist orthodoxy and pressure.
“Your mailing list is drying up faster than Faurisson's
health. I tried to offer you something for the future, out
of friendship, not respect. There is no respect there, as
there is regarding how I feel toward Weber. But there
is/was friendship, and I try to be loyal to my friends,
even the ones I find better suited for ridicule.
“No more. We're through. You do not have the right to
use any footage from Gran Tabu. We had already
decided mutually that it was owned jointly by you, me,
and Rudolf, and that all three parties must give consent
before any use can be made of the film. I withdraw my
consent.”
Smith Replies:
[I wrote to say that I had not replied to the above
originally as I was running errands with my wife but
that now I was back.]
“Sure, get me the relevant passages with re to
Faurisson that you mention [above], even though I did
not ask you for them. That's an expression of your
hysteria. But do as you say you will.
“Re your tolerance: it is nothing compared to your
hysteria in "defending" yourself. With a bit more
manliness, take your time and think about this, you
would not feel the need for these lady-like hissy-fits.
“With re to running your article on Treblinka: I did not
say or even suggest that I was not going to run it. It's
your hysteria that causes you to think I will not run it.
Man up, David. I expect to run it, and have a reply to
it.
“Re El Gran Tabu: understood.
“—B”
There has been no further reply from David Cole/Stein.
The entire exchange took place on one day, 22 July
2014. It’s all over. One question was too much for the
hissy-boy. Perhaps the implications of the one question.
Not for me, but for David Cole Stein. Some 25 years
and it’s come to an end because of one question. I’m
OK with it. When he gets anxious, I just don’t care for
the quality of his prose.
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A follow-up thought: David Cole Stein now has the
opportunity to go off on Smith. The above screed is
nothing to what he is capable of. I can picture him
doing it even now. And what he does, if he does do it,
will be out-of-this-world exceptional. You will never
have read anything like it. I almost look forward to it. I
do look forward to it. He’s that good.
end

https://www.facebook.com/notes/840135709365079/
Also: David Cole demolished? • The CODOH
Revisionist Forum
http://forum.codoh.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=8736#p
66651

_________________________________

The slur on Robert Faurisson is a grave disservice
Michael Hoffman: 26 July 2014
FOR THE RECORD
The undersigned was an accredited journalist who
Faurisson was a huge asset. It is tragic that Doug
reported the 1985 show trial of Ernst Zündel in Toronto,
Christie is no longer alive to attest to this. This is the
Canada from the press gallery.
reason why Faurisson was invited back in 1988 to direct
I have had my (strong) disagreements with Robert
the defense team again, and why Ernst Zündel has
Faurisson. He has shortcomings like anyone else. But I
always honored him as "Revisionist Number One."
wish to set the record straight. Defense attorney
It is disgusting that a man who was nearly beaten to
Douglas H Christie had a great deal of research help
death in 1989 for his revisionist views and never
from disparate sources, but his principle source, as
recanted them from that day to this, though he has
Ernst Zündel himself would testify, was Dr Faurisson,
suffered constantly financially and in terms of judicial
who fought the combined forces of the whole of
prosecution; a man who was honored by the head of
Canadian Zionism and the International "Holocaust"
state of the government of Iran for his towering
Industry and defeated them. Read my book, The Great
contribution to the cause of World War II truth; who
Holocaust Trial and read the headlines that were
turned France upside-down with his editorial in Le
produced. Watch my video of the same name.
Monde in 1978, winning even Noam Chomsky to his
The lead "expert" for the prosecution was Prof Raul
side for his right to be heard, who he is even now the
Hilberg, author of the three-volume The Destruction of
eminence grisé behind the international phenomenon
European Jewry, considered in that era to be the
sparked by the satire of Dieudonné M'bala M'bala, must
unimpeachable source-book for "The Holocaust." With
at present be subjected to this level of baseless vitriol
Doug Christie as his mouthpiece, Faurisson reduced
from within revisionism, and have his reputation
Hilberg to a blubbering cauldron of glossolalia. Hilberg
shredded in such an off-hand and imperious manner,
refused to testify in the second 1988 Great Holocaust
contrary to the witness of the revisionists who were
Trial mainly out of fear of having to face a Christiepresent at the Zündel trials (and if there is a revisionist
fueled Faurisson again.
who was there who has an opposing recollection he
I was present in the courtroom, seated across from the
should come forward with it). As it stands now, the slur
jury. At no time did Dr Faurisson embarrass himself, Mr
on Robert Faurisson is a grave disservice and ought to
Zündel, or the defense team, on or off the stand. On
be withdrawn.
the contrary, he charmed the Anglo and FrenchCanadian media with his facility in multiple languages,
Michael Hoffman Hoffman@revisionisthistory.org
his wit and erudition. When the Crown prosecutor was
Former reporter, New York Bureau of the
grilling him intensely on denotations of the phrase "final
Associated Press
solution" in German documents, Faurisson cooly
replied, "The final solution to unemployment does not
http://www.revisionisthistory.org/page1/news.h
mean the extermination of the unemployed." His
tml
repartee was consistently astute and often brilliant.

____________________________________________
...and from AI’s archive...

Jürgen Graf on Treblinka Hoax:
Das jüngste Eigentor der Holocaust-Historiker:
Bodenradaruntersuchungen auf dem Gelände von Treblinka
12/09/2012 http://globalfire.tv/nj/12de/zeitgeschichte/die_treblinka_luege.htm
________________________________________________________

Comments on Treblinka Statements by Caroline Sturdy Colls
By Thomas Kues- Jan 27 2012

In November 2010 I published a blog entry on an online video
concerning the research activity of a young British
archaeologist from the University of Birmingham, Caroline
Sturdy Colls, who had set out to refute “Holocaust Deniers”
by locating the mass graves at the Treblinka “extermination
camp” using “the most up-to-date scientific techniques”.[1]
Recently, a news report was published boldly stating that
“mass graves at Nazi death camp Treblinka prove Holocaust
deniers wrong”. In this we read that

“A British forensic archaeologist has unearthed fresh evidence
to prove the existence of mass graves at the Nazi death camp
Treblinka. Some 800,000 Jews were killed at the site, in north
east Poland, during the Second World War but a lack of
physical evidence at the site has been exploited by Holocaust
deniers. Forensic archaeologist Caroline Sturdy Colls has now
undertaken the first co-ordinated scientific attempt to locate
the graves.”[2]
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It is worth recalling that the same triumphatory claim that the
“Holocaust deniers” finally and once and for all had been
“refuted” was heard in connection with Kola’s surveys at
Belzec and Sobibór, which in reality turned out to refute the
official version of events relating to these two camps.
The above quoted news item was more or less a push for a
radio program, “Hidden Graves of the Holocaust”, featuring
Sturdy Colls as well as Yitzhak Arad and former Treblinka
inmate Kalman Taigman, which was broadcast by BBC Radio 4
on 23 January 2012, 20:00 GMT.[3] In anticipation of this
radio program, on the same date, a podcast interview was
uploaded by the University of Birmingham “Ideas Lab”.[4] In
this we can listen to the following description of the methods
employed by Sturdy Colls and her team, as well as some
vague descriptions of their findings:
Interviewer: What technology have you used to investigate
the site?
Sturdy Colls: I used a number of non-invasive techniques at
Treblinka and what this means is, as you quite rightly pointed
out, the ground wasn’t disturbed due to Jewish burial law so
the methods used didn’t involve any form of ground
disturbance or excavation and this allowed us to investigate
the historic and scientific potential of Treblinka but obviously it
was very important that we recognised its religious and
commemorative significance as well. So the techniques that
were used, there was a process of archival research which
involved looking at documentary records, revisiting historical
data if you like, looking at known data and assessing it with an
archaeological eye, so looking for information about the
landscape. Then there was a process of looking for aerial
photographs of the site, any ground based photography,
accounts by the witnesses, plans that had been created, etc,
to build up a database of information so that when I did do the
survey all of that could be corroborated against my results. So
in the field this involved field walking, so assessing the
landscape, topographic survey which used advanced GPS and
total station surveying to demarcate features on a plan of the
site allowed us to record micro-topographic change which may
be indicative of buried features. And also to assess the
visibility of other features such as a number of artefacts that
were actually identified in quite a remote part of the site. Then
moving on from that to look below the ground I used a
number of geophysical techniques, so quite often mentioned is
ground penetrating radar and this was one of the methods
used but this was also corroborated with other methods that
detect other physical properties in the soil. So I also used
resistance survey and an extension of that which allows 3D
imaging of buried remains as well, to ensure that all of the
properties of the buried remains could be characterised
accurately.
Interviewer: And what have you discovered?
Sturdy Colls: Well the survey results when corroborated with
historical information have indicated that there are a number
of surviving building foundations at Treblinka just below the
surface and also a considerable amount of obviously structural
debris which the Nazis would have been simply unable to have
removed from the site, and this supports accounts written by
post-war investigators which commented upon the visibility of
artefactual remains, structural remains, at the camp. We’ve
also identified a number of pits at the site. Again, all these pits
have been mapped and corroborated with witness plans and
this is indicative of a number of probable graves at the site. It
is recognised as part of the survey that the history of Treblinka
didn’t end with its abandonment by the Nazis. Issues such as
post-war looting and the construction of the memorial itself
and a number of other forms of landscape change that have
taken place at the site, you know, could confuse interpretation
so it was essential that all of these were considered when the
results from the geophysical survey in particular were being
assessed. So then all of this data was married up with
historical information so we seem to have a situation here
where it’s been commonly believed that all of the victims at
Treblinka were cremated, they were destroyed without trace,
however, the research has revealed a much more complex

picture of the disposal patterns used by the Nazis. Looking at
it from an offender profiling perspective, so a slightly more
forensic point of view, the Nazis worked on, as do most
offenders, this principle of least effort where they would
actually have a burial method that very much matched the
nature of their victims or their locations within the camp and
there are a number of photographs and physical evidence that
we observed on the ground at Treblinka that demonstrates
that these bodies were not reduced to ash, that some survive
as mass graves in the truest sense and that also the ashes of
the victims were redeposited into the pits that they were
originally exhumed from upon Himmler’s order in 1943. Also
with the topographic survey we’ve demonstrated that the
camp as it’s marked currently on the ground by the modern
memorial was actually much larger, that the boundaries of the
camp should have been 50 metres further north and this has a
knock-on effect for a number of structures within the camp
itself. So we can examine it from a spatial point of view and
look at all of these features in relation to each other and
hopefully eventually start to build up a more detailed map of
the camp as it existed during its operation.
Interviewer: So you’ve now presented your findings to the
authorities responsible for the memorial at Treblinka. Does
this conclude investigations at the Treblinka site or is it sort of
an ongoing project?
Sturdy Colls: It’s absolutely an ongoing project. The survey
demonstrated that the site has got huge potential in terms of
what we can learn from the application of archaeological
method and very much was the tip of the iceberg in terms of
being the first survey of what I hope will be many more to
come. I hope to return to the site later on this year and there
will be subsequent seasons of fieldwork in coming years. As I
mentioned, at the moment what we’ve got is a map of what
survived at the camp as a result of my findings. However, in
order to build up a map of the camp as it existed we need to
do more work, we need to survey the site. Only a small
proportion of the site has actually been surveyed so there’s
huge potential to find out more about the history of this camp
in the future.”
Somewhat more on the findings of Sturdy-Coll could be
gleaned from the BBC 4 radio documentary “Hidden Graves of
the Holocaust”. Starting at the mark 23:20 minutes we hear:
Caroline Sturdy Colls: All the history books states that
Treblinka was destroyed by the Nazis, in summary, the survey
demonstrated that this simply isn’t the case. I have identified
a number of buried [sic] pits using geophysical techniques.
These are considerable. One in particular is 26 meters by 17
meters.
Jonathan Charles: That’s huge.
Sturdy Colls: It is huge. We are talking about a considerable
number of bodies [which] could have been contained within
pits of that size.
Charles: That could have contained hundreds, perhaps
thousands of bodies, we don’t know deep it is, or do you know
how deep it is?
Sturdy Colls: Unfortunately no. The survey technology does
not allow us to go to certain depths. I know that it is over 4
meters, that was the extent of this [inaudible]. It’s a
considerable pit.
Charles: There are quite a few pits that you have discovered?
Sturdy Colls: Absolutely, there were a number of pits, in
particular to the rear of what of what is now the current
memorial, five that are actually in a row, again of a
considerable size, in an area where witnesses state this was
the main body disposal area, this is behind the gas chambers,
it was where the majority of victims who were sent there were
then subsequently buried, and later where the cremative
remains of the victims were also placed.
Charles: It’s not just pits that you found, there’s also what
look like buildings.
Sturdy Colls: There are, and again, the Nazis claimed they
destroyed Treblinka, they certainly levelled the site, but it’s
not really possible when buildings have been on a site to
actually sterilize the ground, so what I’ve identified is that
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solid structural remains, we’re talking building foundations, do
survive, but in particular two sort of structures that I’ve
identified are likely to be the old and new gas chambers at
Treblinka.”
While here we learn virtually nothing about the supposed
remains of the Treblinka “gas chambers” we are provided with
some tantalizing information on the camp’s burial pits.
Needless to say, a critical assessment of the findings made by
Sturdy Colls can only be made after she has published at least
a preliminary report or a detailed article on the same, but we
may nonetheless with appropriate caution note down some
preliminary observations on what has been revealed so far.
The most interesting information, however, is not to be found
in the radio interviews, but in a short article wrriten either by
Sturdy Colls herself or by BBC editorial staff based on her
verbal or written statements, which was published on the
website of the BBC on 23 January.[5] In this we read:
“The existence of mass graves was known about from witness
testimony, but the failure to provide persuasive physical
evidence led some to question whether it could really be true
that hundreds of thousands of Jews were killed here.
Although they lasted only a few days, those post-war
investigations [in 1945-1946] remained the most complete
studies of the camp until I began my work at Treblinka in
2010.
This revealed the existence of a number of pits across the
site.
Some may be the result of post-war looting, prompted by
myths of buried Jewish gold, but several larger pits were
recorded in areas suggested by witnesses as the locations of
mass graves and cremation sites.
One is 26m long, 17m wide and at least four metres deep,
with a ramp at the west end and a vertical edge to the east.
Another five pits of varying sizes and also at least this deep
are located nearby. Given their size and location, there is a
strong case for arguing that they represent burial areas.
[...].
As well as the pits, the survey has located features that
appear to be structural, and two of these are likely to be the
remains of the gas chambers.
According to witnesses, these were the only structures in the
death camp made of brick.”
Even more importantly, this article is illustrated with two
composite maps on which the outlines of the findings made by
Sturdy Colls have been superimposed on a modern-day aerial
photograph of the former camp site and a 1944 aerial
photograph of the same area respectively. In the figure below
I have placed these two composite maps side by side, moved
the main legend and the scale and slightly increased the
picture size in order to allow for easier comparison of scale. On
the map to the left I have also arbitrarily numbered the
“probable burial/cremation pits” from 1 to 10 (click on the
picture to view it in full size).

The information furnished by the two interviews, the article
and the maps allow us to make the following observations:
1) The pit which Sturdy Colls mentions “in particular” and
which is stated to have a surface area of “26 meters by 17
meters”, that is a total of 442 square meters, is, judging by
the dimensions, most likely identical with the rather irregular
pit #3, located some 25 m south of the large cenotaph. This is
clearly the largest in surface of the 10 pits identified.

2) As far as the surface area is concerned, 2 of the 33 mass
graves identified by Andrzej Kola at Belzec (pits #1 and 27)
were larger (with 480 and 540 square meters respectively),
whereas 2 more (#7 and 14) were almost of the same size
(364.5 and 370 square meters respectively).[6] Of the 6 burial
pits identified by Kola at Sobibór 2 (pit #2 and 4) were larger
or even significantly larger (with surface areas of 500 and
1,575 square meters respectively), whereas 2 other graves
were nearly of the same surface size (pits #1 and 6, with 400
and 375 square meters respectively).[7] Yet whereas at Belzec
some 435,000 and at Sobibór some 80,000 corpses are
alleged to have been interred,[8] the number of uncremated
bodies buried at Treblinka is supposed to have amounted to at
least some 700,000. Would it then not make sense for the
Germans to use mass graves of a larger size at Treblinka than
at the other two Reinhardt camps?
3) The eyewitnesses Eliahu Rosenberg and Chil Rajchman,
who to the knowledge of this author are the only witnesses to
have provided detailed statements on the dimensions of the
mass graves in the “death camp proper”, claim pits of sizes
vastly larger than the largest pit mapped by Sturdy Colls.
Eliahu Rosenberg claimed in 1947 that the mass graves
measured 120 m × 15 m × 6 m, giving a surface area of
1,800 square meters and a total volume 9,900 cubic
meters.[9] Chil Rajchman, whose 1944 testimony [10] is
prominently featured in the “Hidden Graves of the Holocaust”
radio program – including a particularly bizarre passage from
it concerning burning blood – states:
“The pits were enormous, about 50 metres long, about 30
wide and several storeys deep. I estimate that the pits could
contain about four storeys.”[11]
The burial pits thus measured 1,500 square meters according
to the witness Rajchman and maybe as much as (1,500 x 12
=) 18,000 cubic meters in volume! How come that the largest
of the pits discovered by Sturdy Colls corresponds to less than
one third of the surface size claimed by Rajchman and to one
fourth of the surface area claimed by Rosenberg?
4) It is indeed unfortunate that the top modern equipment
used by Study-Colls for some reason or other was not able to
detect depths exceeding 4 meters. Perhaps it would have been
wise of her to dispense of some of the piety with regards to
“Jewish burial laws” and utilize probe drillings to measure the
depth of the pits, as was done by Kola at both Belzec and
Sobibór. Of the pits identified by Kola in these two camps, the
deepest pit (#3 at Sobibór) measured 5.80 m, whereas the
depth of the remaining pits averaged some 4 m.
Generously assuming Rosenberg’s estimate of 6 meters
(Rajchman’s estimate of some 12 meters can be safely
dismissed as an exaggeration), and even more generously
assuming (for the sake of argument) 6 meters to be
the effective depth, with the pit walls being vertical instead of
sloping (an obviously unrealistic assumption, which is
moreover contradicted by Sturdy Colls statement that this pit
had a “ramp” at the west end and a “vertical edge to the
east”, implying that three out of four side walls were oblique –
but again, for the sake of argument…) pit #3 would have a
volume of (26 x 17 x 6 =) 2,652 cubic meters. Assuming an
average capacity of 8 corpses per cubic meters,[12] this
means that the pit in question could have contained in total
(2,652 x 8 =) 21,216 corpses. Since the so-called Höfle
document from an exterminationist viewpoint shows that
nearly 713,555 were murdered at Treblinka up until the end of
1942 – in reality this document only proves that this number
of Jews was deported to the camp up until that time – and
since virtually all sources maintain that non-experimental
cremations on a significant scale did not commence at
Treblinka until 1943, at least 700,000 corpses would have had
to have been interred in the camp, necessitating no less than
(700,000 / 21,216 =) 33 pits of the same size as pit #3, with
a total surface area of 14,586 square meter, or nearly 1.5
hectares. Needless to say the mass graves would have had to
be separated by soil walls of considerable thickness, thereby
increasing the surface area required by the graves.
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Above: Montage of the 10 identified pits placed within a
square 100 x 100 meters. Relative dimensions have
been kept unchanged from the maps produced by
Caroline Sturdy Colls.
5) Pits #1 and 2, which together appear to have a surface
area of some 600-700 square meters, are located in the
western part of the camp site, near the torn-up railroad
sidespur, clearly outside of the “death camp proper”. These
may be identical with the mass graves mentioned by the
witness Abraham Kszepicki, in which the bodies of Jews who
had died en route to the camp were buried during the first
months of operation.[13]
6) The four pits #5-8 are placed in a (not very straight) row.
Sturdy Colls states in the radio documentary that there are
“five” pits of “considerable size” “in a row” and in the area
which witnesses state “was the main body disposal area, (…)
behind the gas chambers”. Either Sturdy Colls mistakenly said
five when she meant four, or it may be that one of the pits,
perhaps #6, with its “neck” in the middle, is counted by her as
two separate pits. Regardless of which, it is clear that the pits
#5-8 cover a surface area which corresponds to roughly 175200 % that of #3, that is, somewhere in the range of 750-900
square meters.
7) Altogether, pits #3-10 as mapped by Sturdy Colls cover a
surface hardly exceeding 1,800 square meters. If again, for
the sake of argument, we assume the no doubt overly
generous average effective depth of 6 meters with vertical pit
walls – and once more I want to remind my readers that the
pits identified at Belzec and Sobibór averaged some 4 m in
depth – this would mean that the “probable burial/cremation
pits” in the “death camp proper”/”upper camp”/”camp 2″ [14]
had a total volume of some (1,800 x 6 =) 10,800 cubic
meters. The pits at Belzec as identified by Kola have a total
estimated volume of 21,310 cubic meters,[15] whereas those
at Sobibór have a total estimated volume of 14,718.75 cubic
meters.[16] The no doubt greatly exaggerated estimate of
10,800 cubic meters could have contained at most some
(10,800 x 8 =) 86,400 corpses (assuming instead a more
realistic average effective depth of 5 m this figure would
change to 72,000 – and this still disregards the likely
enlargement of the original grave volumes due to clandestine
diggings and other causes). According to Yitzhak Arad some
312,500 Jews were murdered in Treblinka merely “during the
first five weeks of the killing operation”.[17] According to the
files of the Jewish Council in Warsaw, 251,545 Jews from the
ghetto in that city were deported to Treblinka between 22 July
1942 and 12 September 1942.[18] And as already mentioned,
the Höfle document states that 713,555 were deported to
Treblinka up until the end of 1942. Judging by the information
revealed, only a small fraction of this enormous number of
people could have been buried in the identified “probable
burial/cremation pits”, even taking into account the two pits in
the reception camp, which could not have been used for any
hypothetical “gas chamber” victims given the reported
structure of the camp.
8 ) Sturdy Colls’s statement that “the failure to provide
persuasive physical evidence [of mass graves] led some to
question whether it could really be true that hundreds of
thousands of Jews were killed here” implies that the presence
of mass graves itself would be enough to refute the
“deniers”. However, it is clear that mass graves of
considerable size must have existed at Treblinka, even if it

was in fact only a transit camp. Holocaust historian Dieter Pohl
estimates that up to 5 % of the deportees to the Reinhardt
camps perished en route due to suffocation, dehydration,
crushing caused by panicking deportees etc.[19] Considering
that the reception of transports at Treblinka during the intense
initial months of operation is claimed to have been grossly
mismanaged by the first camp commandant, Dr. Irmfried Eberl
(who, apparently because of this reason, was fired and
replaced by Franz Stangl), leading to the delay of transports at
way stations – and this in the summer heat of July and August
– there is little reason to doubt that a certain number of Jews
must haved died en route from Warsaw to Treblinka, but on
the other hand the trip from Warsaw to Treblinka when
following schedule lasted “only” 3 hours and 55 minutes, so
that for this group of deportees (making up roughly one third
of the total number of Treblinka deportees) the en route death
ratio is unlikely to have reached that posited by Pohl.[20] The
en route death ratio for transports originating from more
distant parts of Poland and from other German-controlled
countries was likely higher than that for the Warsaw deportees
due to the longer travel time required. Since somewhere
between 750,000 and 800,000 Jews in total were deported to
Treblinka during the camp’s period of operation (July 1942 –
August 1943), it seems reasonable to assume that the number
of Jews who perished en route to this camp amounted to
somewhere in the low tens of thousands. Moreover, there are
reasons to assume that a smaller percentage of the deportees
were subjected to “euthanasia” due to contageous or mental
diseases, or for being too weak for further transport. To this
should be added a smaller number of deaths among the camp
inmates caused by epidemics etc, as well as those killed by
guards in connection with attempts at escape or uprisings.
9) The vague mention of a “more complex picture of the
disposal patterns used by the Nazis” is interesting. Were
uncremated corpses also detected by the survey, and if so,
how many?
10) Sturdy Colls label the pits “probable burial/cremation
pits”, indicating that one or more of the pits may have been
used for cremations and not for interment (at Sobibór Kola
identified such a pit with an area of 10 x 3 m and a depth of
up to 90 cm). In this context the smaller, more rectangular
pits #4 and 5 may be the most likely candidates. The
dimensions of an identified cremation pit could give important
hints about the actual cremation capacity at Treblinka.
11) It is noteworthy that none of the pits or structural
remains are located under the stone/concrete covered
memorial areas (cf. the map to the left, where these areas are
visible as a bluish gray). Sturdy Colls’s statements does not
mention whether or not she was able to map these area with
her geophysics equipment.[21] This issue, like many others,
will have to await further clarification. The covered area inside
the “death camp proper” appears to correspond to roughly 1
hectare.
12) It may be worth making a quick comparison of the maps
of Study-Colls with the “reconstruction” of Treblinka proposed
by
exterminationist
air-photo
analyst
Alex
Bay.[22]
Concerning the mass graves Bay writes:
“Unfortunately, the aerial photography does not contain
enough information to delineate the boundaries of the graves.
The May [1944] coverage is sufficient only for crudely
identifying the places where deep disturbances in general are
probable, but the exact boundaries cannot be established.
In Figure 42 aerial photography is presented in which nine 50
by 25 meter [164 x 82 feet] pits have been drawn to scale
along the east and west sides. The positioning and size of
these pits is purely speculative.”[23]
The dimensions of 50 x 25 m for the pits are taken from Bay’s
number one eyewitness, Yankiel Wiernik, and his 1944
publication A Year in Treblinka. Wiernik writes indeed that
“The dimensions of each ditch were 50 by 25 by 10
meters”[24] but this almost certainly refer to ditches located
not in the “death camp proper”, but in the reception camp.
The scene wherein Wiernik provides the abovementioned
dimensions takes place on the second day after his arrival in
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the camp, and the following chapters imply that first visited
the “death camp proper” or Camp II, as he calls it, only
several days later.
In the figure below I have placed Bay’s Figure 42 side by side
with the Sturdy Colls composite map based on the 1944 air
photo. The scales of the two maps have been harmonized. To
Bay’s map I have also added the letters A and B to indicate
the solid black outlines drawn by Bay to mark out the two
alleged gas chamber buildings. Even considering Bay’s
admittal that the positioning and size of his mass graves “is
purely speculative” it is clear that his vision of what the “death
camp proper” might have looked like differ considerably from
the Sturdy Colls map. As for the locations of the two alleged
gas chamber buildings, which Bay goes to painstaking length
to identify, based on the aerial photos and witness statements,
the 4 structures marked out by Sturdy Colls (in blue) and
designated “probable location of gas chambers” are located
some 100 m south of the sites pinpointed by Bay. The
alignment of these structures is also rather different from that
asserted by Bay. Together with the considerable difference in
surface size between the mass graves posited by Bay and the
pits identified by Sturdy Colls, this says something of the
competence of Bay as well as the reliability of his star witness
Wiernik.

Above: Bay’s “reconstruction” of Treblinka compared
with the 1944 air photo version of the Sturdy Colls map
(click to enlarge)
13) As for the “probable location of gas chambers” we learn
virtually nothing other than that Sturdy Colls has identified
two brick structures. On the composite maps, however, four
structures are marked out, of which the largest (near the
eastern exit of the “Road to heaven”) is likely to be the one
identified by Sturdy Colls as the “new gas chamber building”.
The three other structures, two of which are relatively large,
are located close to each other. One must suppose that one of
the two larger structures has been identified by Sturdy Colls as
the “old gas chamber building”. According to the most
elaborate exterminationist effort to map Treblinka based on
aerial photos and eyewitness testimony (and in this case one
of the ground photos from the Kurt Franz “Schoene Zeiten”
album interpreted by Bay and others as taken inside the
“death camp proper”), the 2004 map of Peter Laponder,[25]
the only structures located adjacent to the “old gas chamber
building” were a water pump shelter, a tiny guardhouse, and a
watchtower. Yet on the composite map we have two larger
structures next to each other. We will have to wait and see if
the geophysical survey has revealed anything about the layout
of these structures. If that is not the case, we can only hope
that Sturdy Colls soon returns to the camp site to excavate the
detected structural remains.
All in all, the information revealed by these interviews about
the findings of the 2011 geophysical survey at Treblinka
provides us with more questions than answers. We can only
wait and hope that a preliminary report on the research results
is not too long in coming. One thing is sure, however, namely
that little indicates that the findings of Caroline Sturdy Colls
have actually “proven Holocaust deniers wrong” with regard to
Treblinka. On the contrary: the information revealed seems to
hint that the findings of Caroline Sturdy Colls may well spell
the doom of the official historiography on Treblinka.
___________________________________________
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Saturday Afternoon with Carolyn:

Revisionists' Treblinka dispute gets personal
Published by carolyn on Sat, 2014-07-26 18:48

click here to download podcast
July 26, 2014







Front row, far left: Robert Faurisson; third and fourth
from left: Ernst Zündel and David Cole; three at far
right: Mark Weber, David Irving, Jürgen Graf at an IHR
Conference in California.

Fredrick Töben joins Carolyn in the 2nd hour as
she looks at the current controversy surrounding
David Cole and his Treblinka article which was
posted on the Feral House Facebook page. Among
the points covered:






Why
are articles
favorable to
David
Cole
published at White Nationalist websites?
The need among White people to believe in "the
good Jew" is what allows the David Coles to
prosper within the Revisionist movement and
within White society itself;
Cole presents only two documents as complete
proof for his gassing claims, disregarding lack of
physical evidence;
Cole has shown himself capable of biting
criticism of every revisionist who differs with
him or who has questioned his conclusions;
Dr. Töben is bothered by Cole's reliance on a
rabbi, Dr. Carlos Huerta, as an advisor for his
revisionist work;
Can we now have the all out, much-needed
debate
over
the
Aktion
Reinhardt
"extermination" camps free of the fear of being
seen as anti-Jewish?
Carl Nordling recommends the scientific method
in his article "Scientists against Science" on
page 28.
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More from CarolynYeager ...

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Monday, July 28th at 8pm Central U.S. time –
9pm Eastern, 6pm Pacific, live on Carolyn's BlogTalk Channel
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A Festschrift contains original contributions by the
honored academic's close colleagues, and is typically
published on the occasion of the honoree's retirement,
sixtieth or sixty-fifth birthday, or other notable career
anniversary.
Carolyn Yeager discusses three topics:
Russian President Vladimir Putin - the Bad,
Revisionist Robert
Revisionist David
theories

Faurisson –
Cole –

the

the

Ugly,

Good,

whose

and

Treblinka

will be critiqued more carefully, using the

research already published by Juergen Graf, along with
Thomas Kues and Carlo Mattogno – the Good.
Pictured: Book honoring Professor Robert Faurisson on
his 75th birthday.

See you then.
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/carolynyeager_uncenso
red/2014/07/29/the-heretics-hour-the-good-the-badand-the-ugly
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...more archival stuff...

Mass Graves At Nazi Death Camp Treblinka Proves Holocaust Deniers Wrong
PA |
Posted: 17/01/2012 06:05 GMT Updated: 17/01/2012 06:05 GMT
A British forensic archaeologist has unearthed fresh evidence
that simply isn't the case." She added: "I've identified a
to prove the existence of mass graves at the Nazi death camp
number of buried pits using geophysical techniques. These are
Treblinka. Some 800,000 Jews were killed at the site, in north
considerable in size, and very deep, one in particular is 26 by
east Poland, during the Second World War but a lack of
17 metres."
physical evidence at the site has been exploited by Holocaust
The programme's presenter wrote in the Radio Times that the
deniers.
pits contain the burnt remains of thousands of bodies. The
Forensic archaeologist Caroline Sturdy Colls has now
forensic archaeologist, who has now presented her findings to
undertaken the first co-ordinated scientific attempt to locate
the authorities responsible for the memorial at Treblinka, said:
the graves, according to an interview in the Radio Times.
"I really hope this is the first stage in a long-term programme
As Jewish religious law forbids disturbing burial sites,
to seek out those hidden graves of the Holocaust."
she and her team from the University of Birmingham
Survivor Kalman Taigman remembers his arrival at the camp's
have used "ground-penetrating radar".
railway station, packed into a cattle wagon.
Her work at the site, where the Nazis tried to destroy all traces
"I was with my mother. We were about 100 people in a
of industrial-scale killing, is being followed in forthcoming
wagon. They opened the doors, firing guns and hitting us, and
Radio 4 documentary The Hidden Graves Of The
sent us into a yard. I ran with my mother and tried to calm
Holocaust.
her. They told me to leave my mother but I didn't do it quickly
The programme's presenter, Jonathan Charles, a former BBC
and I was hit on the head. When I got up, she was gone. She
foreign correspondent, wrote in the Radio Times that the
went with all the rest of the women to the gas chamber."
ground-penetrating radar had also discovered the foundations
The Hidden Graves of the Holocaust is being broadcast on
of buildings and that two are likely to have been gas
Monday January 23 on 8pm on BBC Radio 4.
chambers.
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2012/01/16/massSturdy Colls said: "All the history books state that Treblinka
gravesatnazideathcamptreblinkaholocaust_n_1208814.
was destroyed by the Nazis but the survey has demonstrated
html
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The Israel Project's 2009 Global Language Dictionary

Israel’s propagandists have a training manual that teaches the
art of sugar-coating and downright lying so that gullible
audiences will easily swallow their poison. Notice how
everything Israelis dislikes, and everything that thwarts their
lust for domination, is now labeled “Iranian-backed”. They’d
have us all believe we are in mortal danger from Iran and
must therefore huddle together in a collective act of
aggression orchestrated by Tel Aviv, Washington and London.
The 116-page instruction manual, called the 2009 Global
Language Dictionary, was produced by The Israel Project
(TIP), which describes itself as “non-partisan” on Twitter but
elsewhere says it’s “devoted to educating the press and the
public about Israel while promoting security, freedom and
peace”. See here for an evaluation.
TIP provides journalists, leaders and opinion-formers with
“accurate information about Israel”. Its purpose is to help the

worldwide Zionist movement win the propaganda war by
persuading international audiences to accept the Israeli
narrative and agree that the regime’s crimes are necessary for
Israel’s security and in line with “shared values” between
Israel and the West.
And because God, the Great Real Estate Agent in the Sky,
gave them the keys to the Holy Land their abominable
behaviour is deserving of our support.
The manual teaches the propaganda tricks that Israel’s
scribblers and drivellers use to try and justify the slaughter,
the ethnic cleansing, the land-grabbing, the cruelty and their
contempt for international law and UN resolutions, and make it
all smell sweet.
More at: http://www.docstoc.com/docs/8303274/TheIsrael-Projects-2009-Global-Language-Dictionary
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